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By TED ANTHONY
AP National Writer
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — Normalcy's trappings are creeping
back into North Carolina's storm-thrashed inland communities:
fallen tree limbs arranged at curbsides, power winking back on
sporadically, gasoline being pumped again.
On the coast, resilience isn't as easy to come by.
"It won't be the same here for years," said Lord Carroll of
Burgaw, a hard-hit community about 15 miles from the coast.
Trees felled by Hurricane Fran's 100-plus-mph winds damaged
her family's deck, garage and pickup.
A second round of flooding vexed the coast after drenching
rain that fell late Sunday. Streets in Wilmington were flooded
again, and traffic backed up two miles.
Roads near the northeast Cape Fear River were submerged
and impassable, and parts of the highway loop surrounding
Raleigh were also under water. All told, Fran's damage in North
Carolina could reach into the billions, including an estimated
$930 million in Wake County, which includes Raleigh.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state's revenue in August
increased 5.2 percent from the
previous year, double the
growth rate needed for a
balanced budget, the Finance
Cabinet reported today.
After two months of the fiscal
year, revenues were up 3.7
percent from a year ago, the
report said. Revenue forecasters for the executive and legislative branches estimated that
growth of 2.6 percent would be
needed for the entire year.
Finance Secretary John
McCarty said it was too early to
draw many conclusions. The
first quarter report, which is to
be issued in October, should
be more indicative of trends for
the year, McCarty said in a
statement.
General Fund receipts totaled $383.9 million, an
increase of $19 million from
August 1995. The total for July
and AuQust was $785.1 million,
a $28 million increase.
The report said there were
significant increases in receipts
from taxes on sales, coal, property and individual income.
Corporate income tax receipts
declined 94 percent —
$447,000, down from $7.2 million — because more refunds
were made than in August
1995, the report said.
James Street, the cabinet's
revenue estimator, said corporation income tax receipts typically decline in July and August
because of payment schedules.
Road Fund receipts were
$94.6 million for the month, an
increase of 16.8 percent for the
month and 9 percent after two
months of the fiscal year.
Growth required for the year is
1.3 percent.

MARK YOUNG/todgor & Times photo
PREGAME FUN: Children lined up for their turn to hurl a
softball toward the dunking booth at the Murray
State tailgate party prior to Saturday's Racer game against Western
Kentucky. The event was sponsored by the
MSU Alumni Association, which plans to hold another tailgate
party prior to this Saturday's home game against
Southern Illinois.

150 Years of Worship
Two churches celebrate
anniversaries this year

BERNARD KANEitedgor

Tirnos photo

READY TO ROLL: Uncoln Miller listens to the instructions of Khvanis volunteer
Bill Spencer as his mother Dana Miller listens in the background. Miller was participating in the 4-H Bicycle Rodeo Saturday at Calloway County Middle School.

"We...didn't have a baptistry
First Baptist and Elm Grove Baptist are two
local churches which believe that once you then, so we would go down to
the
start something, you stay in it for the long
river
or
lake
to
baptize
people.
haul.
Both churches are celebrating their sesJune Crider
quicentennials (150th anniversary) this year
Elm Grove member
with various events.
First Baptist will dedicate the book of its
history Oct. 6. Elm Grove, with Todd Buck as Jonathan Creek Baptist Church. The first
pastor, had its 150th anniversity celebration meeting house was built in 1847 and the first
pastor to serve the church was William
service in July.
Skinner.
First Baptist had its beginnings May 23,
Fred Workman has been a member of First
1846, when 11 persons with letters of dismis- Baptist since 1934 and has seen many
sal and authorization from Locust Grove Bap- changes in the church since then.
tist Church in Calloway County met for the
"At that time, we had no educational buildpalpose of organizing a Baptist Church in ings, and now we have two," he said.
"We
Murray. James P. Edwards was elected as the also have a fellowship hall now that we
didn't
first pastor for the church.
Elm Grove had its beginnings in 1846 as

Legal scholars disagree about FDA restrictions
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Food and Drug Administration's new restrictions on cigarette advertising have sparked disagreement among legal experts
about whether they amount to an
improper reach into America's
commercial culture.
Vanderbilt University law pro-

lessor James Blumstein told The
Courier-Journal that the restrictions are "breathtakingly broad
in scope" and are "inconsistent
with our traditions in this
country."
Northeastern University law
professor Richard Dayruird, who
heads an effort to encourage ha-

bility suits against the cigarette
companies, disagrees. He said
that for decades the Securities
and Exchange Commission has
restricted stock and bond ads to a
"tombstone" format providing
only the name of the issuing
company and a few other specific
pieces of information.

Protecting people's health, he
suggests, should be at least as
important under the Constitution
as protecting their money.
They were among several law
school professors contacted by
the newspaper. The comments
show that President Clinton's initiative against teen-age smoking

raises a question that goes beyond the nation's tobacco barns
and cigarette company boardrooms: Should the government,
no matter how commendable its
objective, be able to dictate how
a legal prodet is advertised?

See Page 2

WEATHER
Today...A 30 percent chance
of thunderstorms this morning...
Otherwise partly sunny. High in
the mid 80s. Wind shifting to
the northwest 5 to 10 mph.
Tonight...Partly cloudy with
patchy fog. Low around 65.
Light north wind.
Tuesday...Mostly sunny.
High in the mid 80s.
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PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky taxpayers are paying for
the state's emerging importance
in this year's presidential
campaign.
City, county and state governments spent more than $100,000
on President Clinton's two recent
campaign swings into northeastern and far western Kentucky.
With Kentucky emerging as a
key state in this year's campaign,
more visits are likely. And since
the campaigns, political parties
and Secret Service cover little or
none of the costs, some city and
county officials see no way to
avoid the expense.
In Paducah, which played host

to Clinton at a rally after the
Democratic National Convention,
the city's total expenses, inflated
by Clinton's overnight stay,
could approach $50,000.
But Paducah City Manager Jerry Hoover wondered what "taxpayers would have said if they
knew we had the opportunity but
we couldn't afford the president.
How irate would the public have
been?"
Fulton Mayor Elaine Forrester
said the city is likely to have substanua
Clinton's
campaign rally there on Aug. 31,
which drew 4,000 people.
See Page 2
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RECYCLING-ON 'THE FARM: Employees of Tr -Rinse welt on a load of agricultural
chemical con-

Miners as part of a recycling effort sponsored by the Kentucky Department of
Agruculture Division of
Pesticides. Hutson Ag provided the collection site and employees to wort along
with Southern States
Co-Operstive.
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1111 Candidate Laker band
wins first
place honors

•FDA...
FROM PAGE 1
The FDA regulation, which
Clinton unveiled last month, is
aimed at cutting young people's
tobacco use in half over seven
years.
It would do that, in pan, by
eliminating most vending
machines, requiring purchasers to
prove they are at least 18 years
old, and taking other steps to
close off underage access to
cigarettes and smokeless tobacco.
But the FDA reasoned that limits on access would be undermined without a simultaneous
effort to reduce the appeal that it
says tobacco advertising has for
young people.
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FROM PAGE 1

"We didn't expect anyone to
pay (for) it.— she said. "Maybe,
if it's_ just this one time, we'll be
OK."
Louisville police spokesman
Aaron Graham was unable to provide figures on the city's extra
costs for recent visits by Republican candidate Bob Dole, Reform
Party candidate Ross Perot and
Vice President Al Gore. But they
mostly involved paying officers
who were switched from their
regular duties, Graham said.
Complaints from citizens about
costs seem to be minor, and
mostly partisan, officials said.
Ashland's police overtime for
Clinton's whistle-stop before the
convention cost $9,072. The
city's expenses exceeded $30,000
for the stop.

"Adults don't relate to cartoons, children do," said Deanna
Durrett, a ninth-grader at Louisville's Sacred Heart Academy
and an anti-smoking crusader
who welcomes the FDA effort.
These advertising restrictions
are already under court attack
from the tobacco and advertising
industries. While the scholars differ on the legal questions surrounding the restrictions, what is
certain is that the FDA has
entered an uncertain area of constitutional law.
Commercial speech — ads and
other claims by commercial interests — has never enjoyed the
same constitutional protection
from government control as political speech. Indeed, before the
1970s, it had none.
Since then, say legal authorities, advertising's standing under
the First Amendment's freespeech guarantee has increased.
In its most recent ruling on the
issue, the Supreme Court in May
threw out a Rhode Island law that
prohibited liquor stores from
advertising prices.
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The Calloway County High
School Laker Band emerged from
a nine-band field to be named
Grand Champion of the Lone
Oak Kentucky Band Invitational
Marching Band Contest Saturday
in Paducah.
In addition to its first place finish in the Class AAA division,
the band received a distinguished
rating, the highest in the Kentucky Music Educated Association sponsored event. CCHS also
earned the highest score of any of
the nine competing bands.
The band's field show this year
is titled "A Nautical Adventure".
Musical selections include: Parade of Tall Ships, Seahawk, Of
Sailors and Whales, Artic Suite
and Russian Sailor's Dance.
Directors of the band are Gary
Mullins and:Tim Smith. Randy
Edmonson serves as the drum
major while Jessie Spencer is the
piccolo soloist.
Also in the competition. Muhlenberg North captured second
place while Heath finished third.
Marshall County High School
grabbed first place in the Class
AAAA division. Obion (Tenn.)
Central followed with second

FROM PAGE 1

Shown here displaying swards won by the Calloway County Laker Band
are: (front row, left to right) Christy Hosford; Jennifer Peters; (back
row, left to right) Brad Burkeen; Davin Tabors; Randy Edmonson; Beth
Ann Stinker and Jamie Burkeen.
place honors.
Muhlenberg South took first
place in Class AA and Ripley
(Tenn.) High School came in second. Rcidland settled for third
place. Ballard Memorial High
School earned the top honor in
the Class A division.
Marshall County, Ripley, Bal-

lard Memorial and Muhlenberg
North received percussion trophies. Obion Central and Muhlenberg North and South won
color guard trophies.
Marshall County, Ballard
Memorial and Muhlenberg North
and South were winners in the
field commanders competition.
1

Body found on 1-24 identified
MADISONVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— A body found in a ditch near
Interstate 24 was that of a casino
patron who had been missing a
week, an autopsy showed
Sunday.
Richard Scott Phillips, 25, of
Franklin, was shot twice in the
chest, Dr. Mark LaVaughn, a
medical examiner at the Regional
Medical Center in Madisonville,
said in a statement.
Phillips last was seen as he left
the Players Riverboat Casino at
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•Hurricane...

The storm and its aftereffects
killed at least 28 people — 17 of
them in North Carolina — mostly
by falling trees, flooding and
traffic accidents. The Federal
Emergency Management Agency
Harold "Jack" Romaine
declared
34 North Carolina counLicensed in KY & TN
The state claimed the law
ties disaster areas.
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promoted temperance, arguing
At least one person was still
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that competitive price ads lowreported missing, a teen-ager who
ered liquor prices and that lower disappeared while swimming in a
prices increased sales.
swollen creek.
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Metropolis, Ill., about 3:30 a.m.
CDT on Sept. 1, police said. A
state highway worker found the
body Friday around Oak Grove in
Christian County, near an exit for
Fort Campbell.
Christian County Sheriff's
Maj. Billy Gloyd said in a statement that Phillips "had won a
sum of money," and robbery was
suspected.
The caliber of weapon used to
kill Phillips was not established
by LaVaughn's autopsy, nor was

time of death, Gloyd said.
"But all indications are that
the victim was shot shortly after
he was last seen, with robbery
listed as the primary motive
under consideration," Gloyd's
statement said.
In addition to the sheriff's
department, the case is being
investigated by Kentucky State
Police and by Metropolis and
Franklin police, the statement
said.

Air"
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•Churches...
You Are Cordialfy Invited- To Attend A

FROM PAGE 1
have then and we have a lot more
people now."
June Crider has belonged to
Elm Grove Baptist Church for 53
years, and like Workman, has
seen her share of changes over
the years.
"When I joined was the year
the church got its first full-time
pastor (L.T. Daniel)," she said.
"We also -didn't have a baptistry
then, so we would go down to the
river or lake to baptize people."
Jonathan Creek Baptist
changed its name to Elm Grove
Baptist in 1878. The original site
of Elm Grove Church was located
some two miles north of the present location.
First Baptist's present sanctuary, its third, was erected on a
pay-as-you-go basis in 1924-26,
under the pastorate of H.B. Taylor. The floors, pews and pulpit
furniture were installed during
the pastorate of J.E. Skinner,
while the seats in the balcony
were installed during the pastorate of Sam P. Martin.
The total cost of this building
and its equipment was $130,000
and it was dedicated on Oct. 25,
1936. In 1949-50, the educational
addition was erected and
equipped during the pastorate of

GOSPEL MEETING
GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Hazel, KY
The Green Plain building is located approximately 1 mile off of
Highway 641 between Murray and Hazel on the Murray Paris Road.

September 8-12, 1996
Sunday Bible Study
Sunday Morning Worship
Evening Services

10:00 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
7:30 p.m.

Speaker:

CLIFFORD DIXON
of Brewton, AL
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Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis
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Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9
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Numb Hands
Bursitis
Pain Down Legs
Muscle Spasms
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16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches
and pains.

Dr, Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test,
a chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an
examination for restricted Or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a
private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

This enbre examination is FREE
If you want more care and
treatment, we do all the paperwork
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H.C. Chiles.
Workman, 77, has taught Sunday School at First Baptist since
1950 and remembers well the
days before the church was air
conditioned.
"I remember when they put in
a water cooling system, which
was a long ways from air conditioning," he said. "Before then
we had a lot of big windows that
they would raise, and that was
the ushers' job."
During the pastorate of
Richard E. Walker, the First Baptist congration voted on May 6,
1973, to purchase the Swann
building and two adjoining lots
on South Fourth Street directly
across from the church. This is
now used as the fellowship hall
and a parking lot.
.
Dr. Terry Ellis is the current
pastor, the 25th in the church's
tenure. He began his duties Aug.
15. The Rev. Terry Garvin, the
church's first associate pastor,
has served in that capacity for
two years.
Crider, 69, said the formation
of Land Between the Lakes in the
early 1960s was another big
change as some of the residents
of the area became members of
Elm Grove Baptist.
"We're a lot more organized as
far as mission work now than we
were back then." she said. "And
the finances have changed a lot.
It's amazing how little money
there was then, but everybody has
more money now and that has
increased the gifts to missions.
There's more mission work
around here now than there used
to be too."
Elm Grove is involved in international work, Baptist Student
Union luncheons, migrant workers, Baptist Children's Homes,
conducts a Sunday School class
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at Fern Terrace Lodge and takes
special offerings each year for
home, state and foreign missions.
Workman said another of the
changes he has seen since his early years at First Baptist is the
clothing members wear to
worship.
"Back then the men and
women both wore hats, and the
women wore theirs during the
service while the men used hat
racks and didn't wear their hats
inside; few people wear hats
today," he said.
Crider remembers the days of
hat-wearing as well.
"It used to be that everybody
wore hats," she said. "I was 13
when I joined and the older ladies
didn't come without a hat, and
the girls now think that's funny.
Back then everybody wore their
'Sunday best,' but now people
dress more casual."
Crider has noticed differences
in the worship service itself during her years at Elm Grove.
"We used to have larger revival services, we'd have more
additions (people becoming members) and people attended better,"
she said. "In the summer people
woukl stop their work and come
to church during the day for revival services, but I doubt they
would do that now.
"We didn't have padded seats
or air conditioning back then, and
I read back in the minutes where
they voted to buy screens for the
windows because they didn't
have any before," Crider added.
"During the service the men
would sit on one side and the
ladies on another. That wasn't a
must thing, it was just the way
people sat. The'first two buildings had two doors, one for the
men and one for the women."
The Elm Grove building has
also undergone many changes.
"We didn't even have carpet
my first few years there, and now
we have a fellowship hall and a
gym," she said. "The building has
been improved a lot."
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DEATHS
Mrs. Brooks Cross

Mrs. Ethel Jackson Sheridan
Mrs. Ethel Jackson Sheridan, 97, of 8138 Coldwater Rd., Mayfield,
Coldwater community, died Saturday, Sept. 7, 1996, at 5:30 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Coldwater Baptist Church.
Her husband, Jewell Miller Sheridan, two daughters, Mrs. Lucille
Sheridan Snow and MakeIla Sheridan, and one son, R.C. Sheridan,
preceded her in death. Born June 10, 1899, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late James G. Jackson and Mary Adelaide
Stephens Jackson.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Burnell Haack, Linden,
Mich., and Mrs. Louise Howell, Nashville, Tenn.; three grandsons,
DareII Sheridan, Arthur Jewell Haack, and Roger Alex Haack; two
granddaughters, Brenda Lee Howell Nevin and Dclbra Snow Carlisle;
12 great-grandchildren; five great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. George T. Culp Jr. officiated.
Pallbearers were Fred Broach, Robert Lee Howell, Jimmy Jackson,
Me'don Lee Morton, Ronald K. Nevin and Dare11 Sheridan. Burial
was in Bazzell Cemetery.

Mrs. Thelma Lois Dixon
Services for Mrs. Thelma Lois Dixon were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. Wayne
Carter officiated. Music was by Mrs. Wayne Carter, pianist and
vocalist.
Pallbearers were James Colson, Randel Colson, Jerry Robertson,
Jerry Wayne Osbrun, Hal Charlton and Butch Hutson. Burial was in
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Dixon, 79, Rt. 6, Murray, Friday, Sept. 6, 1996, at 12:25 p.m.
at West View Nursing Home. Her husband, Troy Dixon, died Feb. 20,
1988. Born Jan. 8, 1917, in Stewart County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late Watkins and Mary Compton. .
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Linda Kimbro, Murray; one
son, Harold Dixon and wife, Dawn, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.; one sister,
Mrs. Mildred Shultz, Murray; five grandchildren, Terry Lynn Hinton
and husband, Tom, Elizabeth Kimbro, Brian Dixon, Kim Dixon and
Shawn Dixon; two great-grandchildren, Amy Simpson and DiDi
Hinto.

L

HOG MARKET

Federal State Market News Service Sept. 9, 1996
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 2
guying Stations Receipts: Act. 541 EsL 2101 barrows &
Giks 1.50 Weber Sows 2.6.100 hoeser
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US 2-3 3005041 lbs._
loan $37341-3/541

—___S40.041
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$19.111 •
SY1.111 •
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Stock Market Report
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Mrs. Govie McBeilkilei, 71, of 6113 State Ri 564, Mayfield, died
Saturday, Sept. 7, 1996, at 3:30 p.m. at her home.
She was a member of Spence Chapel United Methodist Church
Two sons, Ben Riley and Billy Riley, one brother, Leon McBee, and
her parents, C.L. McBee and Lena Lamb McBee, preceded her in
death.
Survivors include her husband, Moses B. Riley; one daughter, Mrs
Vicky Riley Arnett, Farmington; two sisters, Mrs. Patsy Traughber
and Mrs. Evelyn Riley, Mayfield; one brother, Bobby McBee, Texas:
four grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Kenny Locke will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Kevin Arnett, Donnie Arnett, Clif Riley, Joe
Riley, Richard Riley and Randy Ralph. Burial will follow in Farmington Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice, 2855
Jackson, Paducah, KY 42003.

Oury Edward Smith
Oury Edward Smith, 93, Rt. 1, Kirksey, died Saturday, Sept. 7,
1996, at 3:08 a.m. at Heritage Manor Healthcare, Mayfield.
He was the oldest member of Farmington Church of Christ. A
school bus driver and farmer, he was a 41-year employee of Pet Milk
Co.
His wife, Mrs. Ruth Elaine Penney Smith, two grandchildren, Julia
Carol Rose and Penny Todd Kelly, and three sisters, Lexi Latham,
Lola Smith, and Lettie Smith, preceded him in death. Born Jan. 26,
1903, in Graves County, he was the son of the late Oliver Smith and
Leigh Bell Smith.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Geraldine Rose, Paducah,
and Mrs. Dorothy Todd, Lynn Grove; four sons, Walter B. Smith.
Calvert City, Edward E. Smith, Murray, Adrian Smith, Cincinnati,
Ohio, and Kenneth Smith, Kirksey; 11 grandchildren; 19 greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be today at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. Harvey Lynn Elder, Stan Colley and Jerry Mayes
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Luke Harrison, Andrew Cochrum, Benjie Kelly,
Nick Smith, Danny Rose, David Rose, Stan Smith, Tony Smith, Tyler
Smith, Ronnie Rose, Steve Smith, and Ryan Rose, active; Harmon
Latham, George Latham, William Cash and James Shockley, honorary. Burial will follow in Farmington Cemetery.

Camon Edward Baker, 69, Speaker Trail, Murray, died Sunday,
Sept. 8, 1996, at 3:30 p.m. at his home.
A commercial fisherman, he was a member of Murray Lodge No.
105 Free and Accepted Masons. Born Aug. 1, 1927, at Camden,
Tenn., he was the son of the late Gus Baker and Ruby Williams
Baker.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jessie Lee Wilkerson Baker, to
whom he was married on Sept. 12, 1959; one stepson, Charles Johnson and wife, Sylvia, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Ette Lee Graves and
husband, Wilson, Jackson, Tenn.; two brothers, Carl Baker and wife,
Edith, and Jerry Baker, Camden, Tenn.; five stcpgrandchildren; four
stepgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. David Cunningham will
officiate. Burial will follow in Hicks Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.

OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) — A
map of an escape route from the
Oklahoma federal building was
found in the trash at the home of
bombing defendant Terry Nichols
several days after the explosion,
according to a published report.
The hand-drawn map of the
Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building was discovered by FBI agents
in a search of Nichols' property
in Herington. Kan., after Nichols
was arrested, an unnamed source
tells The Daily Oklahoman in its
Sunday issue.
Buildings are not named on the
map, but at least one street is, the
Oklahoman reported. Authorities
say the drawing "obviously"
depicts the Murrah building, the
Regency Tower Apartments, the
YMCA and Interstate 235.
The purported escape route
leads from the Murrah building to
a point north of the nearby
YMCA, where the getaway car
was believed stashed, the Oklahoman reported.
The story also said the key to
the Ryder rental truck that carried.
the 4,800-pound bomb was
recovered along the same area
depicted on the map. Tests
showed the key was undamaged
by the blast, the Oklahoman
reported.
Nichols, 41, and co-defendant
Timothy McVeigh, 28, could face
the death penalty if convicted on
federal conspiracy and murder

Order your hickory cooked whole shoulders and all the fixins from
me and take it with you for the SIU football game. Average shoulder
price $28 to $42. Great for your tailgate parties. Must place orders on
or before Saturday, Sept. 14.
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Melinda Wall - Pharmacist

Charlie's Safe-T
,....
Discount Pharmacy
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UNDER CONSTRUCTION
Retirement Center
Guarantee our pre-opening monthly rental
price for one full year after moving in by signing
up now for your new apartment at Hickory
Woods! All it takes is your $500 deposit, totally
refundable,to reserve your home at Murray's first
assisted living facility.
Call Katherine Morris at 753-5339 or
visit our Marketing Office, 121 By-Pass,
between Artcraft and Curves Fitness.

REVIVAL
Hilltop Baptist Church
8/10 Mile off Hwy. 121, on Old Salem Road
(51/2 Miles South of Murray)

Beginning September 9th
Prayer Meeting - 6:30 p.m.
Preaching - 7:00 p.m.
Evangelist:

Rev. R.J. Burpoe
Pastor of Ledbetter Baptist Church
Bro. Chester Uzzle
Song Leader

Sister Cora Uzzle
Pianist

Richard West, Pastor

We Welcome Everyone

sHoe sensarion
Chestnut Hills Plaza • 753-6242

THE

Read to
Someone
Reading is a powerful — and necessary —
tool for shaping the future. It teaches us
about the world and helps us make
wise choices.
Don't miss an opportunity to
read to someone who can't —
whether it's as a parent or
as a literacy volunteer.
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Save on brands like: Calico., Timberland, Nike,
Bass, Imp°, Mootsies Tootsies, and Many More!
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Hickory Woods.
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Tuesday, September 10th

Now New Store Hours

759-1712

Glendale at Wham!!
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charges in the April 19, 1995,
bombing of the federal building.
The blast killed 168 people and
injured more than 500.
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Escape route map found

INTRODUCING KNOTH'S
BAR-B-Q WHOLE SHOULDERS

$5401)O'FF
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Remember
IF IT'S THE EARLY BIRO
THAT GETS THE WORM
VISIT US TOMORROW1
(Free Coffee to Those Who Do )

Camon Edward Baker

FOR MSU FOOTBALL FANS

Whole Shoulders
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Mrs. Govie McBee Riley

Mrs. Brooks Cross, 85, Benton, died Saturday, Sept. 7, 19%, at
4 10 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was the first director of the Wesley Foundation at Murray State
University. She served as dorm mother at Murray State and at Lambuth College, Jackson, Tenn.
Mrs. Cross was a member of First United Methodist Church and
was a board member of Marshall County Need Line. She was also a
member of a chapter of the Order of the Eastern Star.
Preceding her in death were her parents, Henry Lovett Sr. and Mayme Rudolph Lovett, and one brother, Henry Hardin Lovett Jr.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Shirley Boone and husband,
Jim,- Murray, and Mrs. Jane Nelson and husband, Tom, Shelbyville;
one son, James L. Cross and wife, Rebecca, Chattanooga, Tenn.; three
sisters, Mrs. Jane Bradley, Benton, Mrs. Grace Nelson, Louisville, and
Mrs. Aline Soufley, Stanford; one brother, John Clay Lovett and wife,
Lounell, Benton; nine grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren; several
nieces and nephews.
Graveside rites will be today at 2 p.m. at Benton Cemetery. The
Rev. Marvin Jones will officiate. Collier Funeral Home of Benton is
in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to Marshall County Need Line or First United Methodist Church, Benton.
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Policy hits big for Clinton
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ANALYSIS

Campaign moves
to soften Dole's
image again
By KEVIN GALVIN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — As top campaign advisers, Don Sipple
and Mike Murphy were charged with showing America a less grim,
more gentle Bob Dole.
Amid sunny settings and photo montages of Dole's hard-knock
Kansas youth and World War ll injuries, they tried to soften the
view of a serious man who seems to punctuate each sentence with a
frown. Even his jokes.
Now, he's got new imagemakers — and the same problem.
"Voters need to see more of Bob Dole the man and who he is,
and I think that will be forthcoming," said Greg Stevens, part of
Dole's new media team, along with Alex Castellanos and Chris
Mottola.
Last week, just as Sipple and Murphy left the Dole campaign
because of internal tensions, the first in what promises to be a
series of 5-minute biographical Dole spots aired. Murphy described
them as "quality time spent with Bob Dole ... getting to know the
guy and his core values."
But it doesn't bode well that Dole, who trails President Clinton
by 15 to 20 points in polls, is still introducing himself after 35
years in Congress, his nominating convention and previous ads,
including a 1 -minute profile.

•

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
contrast once looked like a big
political plus for Bob Dole: the
wounded combat veteran running
against a president reviled for
evading military service during
the Vietnam War.
Yet as the campaign enters the
weeks that matter, foreign policy
is playing very much President
Clinton's way.
Dole has run smack into the
reality that foreign policy, particularly in crisis, is a doubleedged political sword. Presidents
are blamed by an electorate that
feels the nation has been
embarrassed. But presidents also
get to launch the missiles — and
get the credit — when Americans
feel that an international villain
has been taught a lesson.
After Clinton fired missiles
against Iraq, polls suggested that
close to 70 percent of Americans
approved. Not surprising: There's
no political down side to attacking Saddam Hussein.
When a mob occupied the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran, Iran, in late
1979 and held its staff hostage
for more than a year, President
Carter suffered. The public was
acutely frustrated over his inability to gain their freedom and punish their captors.
U.S. military moves into Gre-

NEWS ANALYSIS

DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer
nada during the Reagan administration and Panama when
George Bush was president were
carried out quickly, with few
casualties.
The Gulf War was an enormous success for Bush initially.
The fighting was over quickly
and casualties were far fewer
than expected. Bush didn't get
the re-election boost he expected.
however, because the public's
attention had turned by November 1992 to a stagnant economy.
Foreign policy was not an
issue.
Neither is it having mu,
impact this year.
"Foreign policy is not going to
be an issue unless there is a crisis, and crises work to the benefit
of the president in the short run,"
said Stephen Wayne, professor of
government at Georgetown University and author of The Road to
the White House 1992.
Denise Bostdorff, professor of

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP

William Kristol, editor of The Weekly Standard, said Dole's
image was softened during the GOP convention in San Diego last
month, but voters still haven't heard a compelling reason to support
him.
•
"If it's just going to be soft and, 'He's not as bad a guy as you
might think,— Kristol said, "that's not going to be a winning
campaign."
The image-making task is a difficult one, especially for Dole.
"There are certain things that candidates have — strengths and
weaknesses — that you can't tactically get around," said Ron
Faucheux, publisher of Campaigns & Elections magazine. "If
somebody is 73 years old, they're 73 years old. If they have a
35-year voting record, that's what they have. You can't always
solve those problems ... with media."
Murphy and Sipple had argued for a stronger tax-cutting message, but senior campaign officials resisted. Kristol blamed the
campaign's hesitancy on an obsession with polls.
"It's prevented creative strategists like Murphy and Sipple from
really executing a strategy over a few weeks," he said. "Because if
something doesn't work right away ... then the campaign backs
off."
University of Virginia professor Larry Sabato agreed that the
media mavens should fashion a strong tax-cutting message.
"That's their job, to convince people that, yes, he really can
accomplish it and, yes, it's good policy," Sabato said. "Leadership
is about changing polls. Apparently some of them haven't figured
that out."

Aug. 30 — The Post and Courier, Charleston, S.C., on
Farrakhan-Libya:
The government made the right decision in denying Louis Farrakhan, leader of the Nation of Islam, permission to accept a $1
billion gift from Libya. ...
The Nation of Islam contends that Libya's gift would be used for
economic development. ...
But Libya's leader Moammar Gadhafi seemingly has a very different take on his promised gift. According to Libya's official news
agency, ... Gadhafi has said the gift would create "a loophole to
enter the fortress (of American politics) and to confront it from
within."

In 1980, a 5-minute ad that selectively highlighted Ronald Reagan's more moderate initiatives as governor of California
"defanged your perception of Reagan," Jamieson said. Democratic
ads have tied Dole to extreme facets of the GOP agenda crafted by
House Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-Ga.
"It would be much more effective for Bob Dole, rather than pretending he did not have a legislative past, to feature those parts of
his legislative past that are largely unknown," she said.
Polls have shown little payoff so far from the campaign's investment in softening Dole's image or revealing his history. A recent
survey showed 26 percent didn't know he served in World War 11,
where he was gravely wounded. Five percent didn't even believe he
had served.

Attention Washington!
US. REP. Ed Whitfield
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
.R4a6all Senate Ofroce Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 'tinsel! Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
S2-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

EDITOR'S NOTE: Donald
M. Rothberg covers foreign
policy for The Associated Press.
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Sept. 3 — The Oregonian, Portland, Ore., on U.S. military
action against Iraq:
Yes, the movement of Saddam Hussein's troops into the socalled Kurdish safe haven in Irbil presents the world with a far different situation than when Iraq invaded Kuwait.
That's no reason, however, for the United States and its allies
not to use their military might to rid northern Iraq of Saddam's
troops and tanks.
Granted, the Iraqi forces moved into Kurdish northern Iraq at the
invitation of one of two rival factions. The presence of Kurds on
both sides complicates the situation militarily, as does the fact that
nations in the region — Turkey and Jordan, for example — don't
want U.S. forces using their territory as launching pads against
Iraq. Also, the Gulf War allies only barred Iraqi aircraft from
northern Iraq; they said nothing about Saddam's ground troops in
the area. ...
But one thing remains the same: Saddam must be contained. This
violation of the spirit, if not the letter, of the safe-haven accords
must not stand.

A campaign official speaking on condition of anonymity said a
"sharper message" could be expected from Dole's upcoming ads,
including comparisons between Clinton and Dole on taxes, balancing the budget and other issues.
Stevens, who produced a humorous spot of rapid-fire snippets
showing Clinton's shifting position on a balanced budget deal last
year, indicated that Dole's economic plan would be a priority.
He stressed that he hadn't reviewed campaign polling data, but
said Dole's proposed 15 percent income tax cut "has not been
communicated as fully and as thoroughly as it needs to be."
"I don't know the internal politics and I don't care," Stevens
said. "The economic package, of which the tax cut is a part, is a
very important issue for Bob Dole to communicate."
The campaign should also rethink its 5-minute biographical ad,
according to Kathleen Hall Jamieson, dean of the University of
Pennsylvania's Annenberg School for Communication, who said it
lacked a unifying theme.
By focusing on a kinder, gentler Dole the campaign missed a
chance to redefine his legislative career, she said.

communication at the College of
Wooster and author of The Presidency and the Rhetoric of Foreign Crisis, said: "When Clinton
first ran for office, he was always
viewed somewhat suspiciously
because this was someone who
had not served in the military but
also had actively gotten out of
having to serve.
"But once he had gotten into
the office and after the first couple of years, that seemed to be of
less concern to people. He was
able to assume the role of president, and he was able to associate
himself with a number of foreign
policy apparent successes,
depending on whom you talk to."
That transformation of Clinton
in the public eye is particularly
frustrating to Dole and his foreign policy advisers.
Jeane Kirkpatrick, President
Reagan's ambassador to the
United Nations, described Dole
as "widely well informed" about

the world and foreign policy after
his years in the Senate.
"Clinton has used force more
often than a President Dole
would use force," she speculated.
She also faulted Clinton for
clearly siding with Shimon Peres
over Benjamin Netanyahu in the
race for prime minister of Israel.
Netanyahu won narrowly.
A President Dole, Kirkpatrick
said, would not try to "micromanage the Middle East peace
process."
Paul Wolfowitz, who served in
national security posts in the
Reagan and Bush administrations,
dismissed many of the perceived
Clinton foreign policy successes
as illusory.
"The problems are simply
postponed," said Wolfowitz,
dean of the School of Advanced
International Studies at Johns
Hopkins University.
The Dole adviser went into
great detail on his view of where
Clinton's policy toward Iraq has
failed.
But in the eyes of most Americans the devil is not in the details; the devil is in Baghdad, and his
name is Saddam Hussein.

°UM

This is the same man whose "divide and rule"
policy in Africa
supports the brutal, slavery -tolerating regime in the
Sudan, promotes chaos in Chad, underwrites military dictators in West Africa,
and armed the warlords of Liberia.
The federal government should employ every legal means to
keep the Libyan dictator's money out of Farrakhan's hands. More
important, Americans should see Farrakhan for the divisive force
that he is, not the philanthropist he pretends to be.
Aug. 28 — The Bellingham (Wash.) Herald on the American
Cancer Society:
What's in a name?
More than $4 million in the case of the American Cancer Society, which recently sold exclusive endorsements to the makers of
NicoDerm anti-smoking patches and Florida Orange Juice.
Cancer Society officials defend the deal, saying it will provide
much needed cash for its cancer-fighting. ...
That may be, but it also opens a Pandora's box of ramifications
that could lead to a loss of credibility.
The NicoDerm patches obviously contribute to the effort to stop
people from smoking, a habit that virtually everyone ... except
tobacco company executives agree can cause lung cancer. ...
Critics rightly point out that committing to one brand, such as
NicoDerm, might backfire if a rival company develops a more
effective patch. ...
The Cancer Society would do well to follow the American Dental Association's lead, which endorses toothpaste with fluoride, but
avoids exclusive endorsements and deals involving products not
directly linked to its cause.
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Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
ing what they view as a huge
advantage, delight in accusing
Clinton and the Democrats of trying to kill the tobacco farmer, his
family, his livelihood and the
commonwealth.
The contradictions, though, are
bipartisan.
The Republicans conveniently
leave out that the director of the
FDA is a leftover Republican
appointee, that former Surgeon
General C. Everett Koop, another
GOP appointee, was as virulently

anti-tobacco as anyone in the federal government.
The brother-in-law of Senate
Majority Leader Trent Lott of
Mississippi is a leading antitobacco lawyer in a state that is
suing the tobacco companies.
And both parties take money
from the tobacco lobbies as if
they were giving it away, which
they are.
Some politicians are bolder
about it than others. Former Gov.
Brereton Jones angered many by

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
• opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be szgned by the 9/T1ICT, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be typewritten and should be on topics of general Interest. Letters must not be
more than 500 words. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
to edit, condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
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Tobacco politics has problems
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
From a distance, watching Gov.
Paul Patton explain that Kentucky would sue the federal government to keep the Food and Drug
Administration from regulating
tobacco made perfect political
sense.
It's a huge industry in Kentucky. There are thousands of
growers, warehousemen, farm
supply companies and others,
even if the cigarette companies
themselves have mostly fled the
state. The money circulates time
and again — more than SI billion
annually through the economy
according to most estimates.
But like so much about the
politics of tobacco, on closer
examination there were a multitude of contradictions, discrepancies and omissions.
Patton, at least, was straightforward about many of the underlying issues that are in place even
in his own family — he and his
wife Judi have tried and failed on
numerous occasions to quit
smoking themselves, he repeatedly has told his grandchildren to
stay away from tobacco and he
admits that tobacco is addictive.
But he also said Kentucky voters, and especially its registered
Democrats, need to stick with
President Clinton this year for
other reasons.
Kentucky Republicans, relish-
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suggesting the tobacco price support and allotment program
should be ended. He proposed a
buyout by the government. Jones
apparently saw no contradiction
in the fact that he grows tobacco
and would make money from a
buyout.
There's an old saw in presidential politics that a certain percentage of the people are going to
vote one way or another, whatever happens in a campaign — perhaps 40 percent for each of the
major party candidates. The winning campaign gets the votes on
the margins — that last 20 percent. In its own peculiar way, the
math sort of worked that way in
1992, when Ross Perot got about
19 percent of the vote and Clinton won by a shade.
That seems to have been the
position accepted by former Kentucky Democratic Party Chairman
Terry McBrayer, who is now
raising money for the national
party.
"We've already taken that
hit," said McBrayer, a member
of the Democratic National Committee. "The tobacco farmer is
already against us. They've been
against us for over a year."
Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankfort correspondent for
The Associated Press.
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Black and Taylor recital Tuesday
Murray State University professors Randall Black and Marie Taylor will present a free recital on Tuesday, Sept. 10, at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall, FA Center, MSU. The pair will perform "The Petrarch Sonnets" by Franz Liszt, classical favorites, and a group of
religious solos.

CCMS PTO plans special drives
Calloway County Middle School PTO is having a special membership drive through Friday, Sept. 13. Also t-shirts with a new design
are also being sold.

BETTY BOSTON presented a check for $100 to Dr. Ron Cella, left, from
the Murray Rotary Club. This is a contribution for construction of a
historical marker recognizing Cleanth Brooks, a literary critic who was
born in Murray. The marker will be placed on Fourth Street where
Brooks originally resided.

Playwrights group plans meetings
West Kentucky Playwrights Group meets twice a month to read
the work-in-progress of playwrights when want to submit plays to
the ninth annual West Kentucky Playwrights Festival. Meetings will
be Sept. 9 and 23 at 6:30 p.m. in Annex of Calloway Public Library.
New and veteran playwrights are welcome as well as people who
interested in reading new work for the stage. Other meetings will be
Oct. 7 and 21, Nov. 4 and 28, and Dec. 9 and 16. To submit plays
for consideration for the festival, playwrights must attend at least
two of the Monday night meetings. For information call 759-1752.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Sept.
10, at 7 p.m. at Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Catholic Church, Laura
Kemp will be the speaker. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether always
single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call
Larry, 753-9395 or Jane, 489-2046.

Support Group being formed
A 12-step Support Group for Survivors of Incest Anonymous is
being formed in the ara. This is for women, age 18 and over. Anyone interested in being a part of this special group, call 753-8690.

Outland Cemetery meeting planned
The annual meeting of persons interested in the upkeep of Outland
Cemetery will be Wednesday, Sept. 11, at the cemetery; however no
potluck meal will be served. Persons unable to attend may mail their
donations to Betty 0. Vinson, 2011 Gatesborough, Murray, KY
42071.

Murray Star Chapter will meet
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will meet
Tuesday. Sept. 11, at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall on Highway 121
North at Johnny Robertson Road North. All members are urged to
attend.

Alzheimer's meeting on Tuesday
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/Support Group will meet Tuesday, Sept. 10, at 4:30 p.m. in board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. "Legal Considerations" will be the program by Sid
Easley, attorney. For more information call Joretta Randolph at
753-5561, or Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W., at hospital, 762-1100.

Boy Scout meeting at Westside
The first Boy Scout meeting at Westside Baptist Church will be
Tuesday, Sept. 10, at 7 p.m. This will bek a sign up meeting for
boys, age 11 (or in sixth grade) to age 17. All parents are also
encouraged to attend. For more information contactr Ron Hubbard
Jr. at 759-2476.

North Technology Committee will meet
Technology Committee of North Elementary School Site-based
Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday, Sept. 11, at 4:15
p.m. at the school library. The public is invited.

Golfplay Wednesday
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday, Sept. 11, at 9:30 a.m. Players arc asked to note the change
in time.
Those not listed in the line-up
may come and be paired at the
tee. If a person is unable to play
call the hostess, Margaret
Shuffett.
The line-up is as follows:
Tee 1A - Norma Frank, Peggy
Shoemaker, Anna M Adams and Jennie Sue Smock;
Tee 18 - Betty Lowry, Inus Orr,
Lesa Carver and Betty Jo Purdom,
Tee 3 - Frances Hulse, Sue Outland, Diane Villanova and Evelyn
Jones,
Tee 4 - Veneta Ward, Karen Hart,
Peggy Veale Betty Stewart.
Toe 5 - Jennifer Crouse. Rainey
Apperson, Nancy Trawick, and Freda
Steely,
Ti. 6 - Margaret Shuffett, Billie
Cohoon. Ann Brown, and Betty Scout;
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Tee
- Judy Krouse, Mary Long,
Marilyn Adkins, and Barbara Gray,
Tee 9 - Nancy Haverstock, Martha
Sue Ryan, LaVerne Ryan, and Rebecca Landolt,
Tee 10 - Rowena Cullom, Frances
Richey, Lois Keller, and Billie Wilson,
Ti. 17 - Janet Housden, Ann Kelly
Bowlin, Marilyn Miller, and Cindy
Cohoon.

Winners of golf play on Wednesday, Sept. 4, have been
released by Anna M. Adams, hostess, as follows:
Championship flight - Frances
Hulse, first, Betty Jo Purdom,
second;
First flight - Karen Hart and
Freda Steely, tied for first, Betty
Lowry, second;
Second flight - Raincy Apperson, first, Betty Scott, second;
Third flight - Rebecca Landolt,
first, Barbara Gray, second;
Low putts - Evelyn Jones.

cokoviigo

Monday, Sept. 9
"Eyes In the Dark" press conference
for thermal imaging system
helmets/6:30 p.m./Murray Woman's
Club House.
Murray High School SBDM Council/5
p.m.
Murray Middle School SBDM
Council/4 p.m.
Calloway County Middle School
SBDM Council/6 p.m.
Cub Scout Pack 27 School Night and
Signup/6:30 p.m./Robertson cafeteria.
West K•ntucky Playwrights
Group/6:30 p.m./Annex of Calloway
Public Library.
Cheer Support group/7 p.m./Chamber
of Commerce Center. Info/759-2542.
Anxiety and Panic Group/7
p.m./Muehleman's Services.
Info/753-0181 or 759-4117.
Girl Scout Leaders/6:30 p.m./Girl
Scout Cabin.
Lodge 728 of WOW/6 p.m./Log Cabin
Restaurant.
Kentucky Barkley Bass n Gals/7
p.m./Pagliai's.
Memorial Baptist Church Prayer
Group/7 p.m
First Presbyterian Church Dorothy
Moore Circle/6:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Step
Aerobics/5:30 p.m.; Betty Sledd Group
w/Debbie Settfe/7 p.m.
First Christian Church BSA Troop 77
at 630 p.m.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082,
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Overeaters Anonymous/7:30
p.m./1.4CC Hospital. Info/753-7490.
AA closed special interest meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Building.
1nfo/759-9882 or 435-4314.
PAL (Purchase AIDS Unk) Support
Group/7 p.m /Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Info/1-502-444-2685.
Epilepsy Foundation of Western
Kentucky Self-Help Group/7
p.m./basement classroom, Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Tuesday, Sept. 10
Calloway County Public Library
Parents and Twos and Story Hour
cancelled.
Social Security representative/10:30
a.m.-12:30 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star/7:30 p.m/Masonic
Hall.
THEOS Support Group for widowed
men and women/2 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library Annex.

Tuesday, Sept. 10
Calloway County Genealogical
Society/4 p.m./Annex of Calloway
Public Library.
East Elementary School SEIDIA
CounciU5 p.m.
Singles Organizational Society
(sos)/7 p.m. Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Info/753-9395 or
489-2046.
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/
Support Group/4:30 p.m./educational
unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Info/753-5561 or 762-1100.
Cardiac Support Group/1 0
a.m./private dining room of MCCH.
Info/762-1170.
Wadesboro Homemakers Club/9:30
a.m./Dutch Essenhaus.
BIngoi7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Murray TOPS Chapter/7 p.m./First
Presbyterian Church.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7-8 p.m./Hardin
Library.
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m./Murray
Woman's Club House.
Dexter/senior activities/9:30 a.m.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens activities.
AA closed discussion meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Hall.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Coldwater Church of Christ Ladies
flible Class/10 a.m.
Westside Baptist Church Boy Scout
meeting/7 p.m.; Women on Mission
11/7 p.m w/Faye Finley.
Memorial Baptist Church Eva Mission
Group/2 p.m./West View Nursing
Home.
First Christian Church CWF Group I
w/Blanche Titsworth/11 a.m.; CWF
Group III w/Rebecca Landolt/7:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Quitters, Tucker/Frost w/Ruth Wright, and
Waters/Doran/Hays at social hall/9:30
a.m.; Building Committee/6:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Mothers' Day
Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.; Week of Prayer
program/9:30 a.m.; Lottie Moon Group
at Pagliai's/11:30 a.m.; Step
Aerobics/5:30 p.m.; Louella Beddoe
Group w/Gail Gage and Weeknight
Women's Bible Study/6:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Library open/
10-11:30 a.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8.30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Oaks Country Club ladies
plan golf and bridge play
Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
Sept. 11.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m.
A golf scramble will start at 9
a.m. with Irene Woods and Dot
Finch as tea-off chairmen. Pairings will be made at the tee.
Winners of golf play on Wed-

nesday, Sept. 4, have been
released by Laura Parker, hostess,
as follows:
First place after a tie - Joanne
Honefanger, Agnes Payne, Mary
Alice Smith, and Kitty Steele;
Second place - Sue Lamb,
Shirley LaMastus, and Martha
Enix.

#1 Reason To Shop With Us„.
Ladies Fall & Winter Shoes

$15.95pair

SPAM:WALL

We also carry Nurse's Uniforms by
Crest, Barco & Cherokee in vivid colors you'll
love at prices you can afford!

Se30 p.m.
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The Industry's Best Price
Just Got Better!

Wadesboro
Club to meet

:

753-9419

RIGHT NOW...

The Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet Tuesday, Sept
10, at 9:30 a.m. at Dutch Essenhaus to begin the 1996-97 club
year.
For the August meeting the
club members toured the National
Boy Scout Museum and had
lunch at Jennie's Petit Cafe.
The group toured places in
Mayfield and Paducah for the
July meeting and had lunch at
Blue Grass Restaurant, Paducah.
At the June meeting the club
met at Eva's Restaurant with
Emma Lou Albin giving the main
lesson on "Skin Wellness."
Elaine Collins gave a report on
the Kentucky meeting in Louisville, and Martha Butterworth,
president, reported on "Make A
Difference Day." Ann Darnell
gave the devotion.
Others present were Ruby Burchett, LaVerne Hardie, Dixie Palmer, Imogene Palmer and Grace
Parker.
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"Where There'
A/wars Something
Special In Decorating:

Hwy. 641 South • 753-7575

JCPenney Styling Salon
(Murray, Ky. Only)

Bring in this coupon and receive
OFF
any one of the following services
Hair Cut
Color Service
Perm

Reg. $17.00
Reg. $40.00 and up
Reg. $45.00 and up

Phone 759-9811
'Not good with any other discount or coupon
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Dine in our rustic atmosphere or carry out to your patio picnic.

Monday Night
FREE Drinks
With Order!
-

IIIIQ, Chips
8: Drink

$2.99
I a.m.-2

pill.

Serving Ribs Daily -

Mon.-Sat. 11-8:30, Sunday 11-2:00

753-3985

1617 Hwy. 121 Bypass

OPEN TO PUBLIC!

PIANO SALE
at

Murray State University
Department of Music
Numerous pianos that have been on loan
For Preview
to the University will be sold at Murray
Appointments and
State's Gums Center on Sunday, September
Information CALL
15 between Noon and 4 p m In conjunction
(502)832-6565
with Yamaha's Institutional Loan Program
and their agent, grand pianos, uprights.
consoles. digital and player pianos will be offered In
addition, other used pianos will be available, including,
Steinway, Baldwin, Schimmel. Wurlitzer and Samick.
The pianos will be offered to the public at prices
well below retail prices Many are less than a
year old and have a 10-year factory warranty.
Call (502)832-6565 for an appointment
to preview

PUBLIC SALE DAY
SUNDAY, SEPT. 15, NOON - 4 P.M.
Preview Appointments Suggested
CALL (502) 832-6565

Murray State
University
UN conducted by MaAorina Sarvr.o.
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Western outruns Racers in OT
WKU I-bone
runs through
Harbaugh Racers 44-41

WKU find
chinks in
Racer'D'

Houston Nun's first words to
the media after Saturday night's
game were telling:
"The 1 -bone is tough,
boys.. That quarterback, fullback and tailback are tough to
control."
Western's I-bone has been a
nightmare for the Racers, particularly for Nutt. He is now 1-3
against Western's unique
offense, and the three losses are
the most he's suffered against
one team in his three years (plus
one game) at MSU.
On Saturday night, Nutt wore
himself out pacing the sidelines
and yelling, "Who's got the
pitch man?" or "Hit the
quarterback."
That's the beauty of the 1bone, it forces a defense into so
many one-on-one Situations,
making players stop the I-bone,
not defensive coordinators.
If it's so good, why don't
more teams run the I-bone?
Simple. Keep and eye on
Western throughout the season
and see how they do in October.
Quarterback Willie Taggart has
the build of a plastic straw, and
likely won't be walking by
Week No. 7.
Still, MSU was so successful
in stopping the Hilltoppers last
year, which is what made Saturday night's display so frustrating to everyone, from Nutt to
the casual Racer fan.
Adding a few wrinkles, Western was able to run up the gut of
the Racer defense. Though Racer fans were yelling for someone to stop the pitch on the perimeter, Western had MSU on
the ropes early in the game
when they were able to get tailback Antwan Floyd and fullback
Latravis Powell through big
holes between the tackles.
Western coach Jack Harbaugh, using a tailback counter
and a wrinkle in the quarterback's path on the option,
smartly ,Itigned MSU's speed
against itself.
"They are an excellent, excellent team. I don't know if I've
ever played a (Division) I-AA
team that has more athletes and
more skill people," Harbaugh
said.
"They made some great, great
plays. Our guys did it the hard
way it seemed like. We had to
scratch for every inch and with
their athletes, they were able to
get it in bigger chunks."
Harbaugh's sweet words say a
lot about the Racers' speedy
backs, receivers, linebackers and
defensive backs, but little about
the offensive, and mainly, the
defensive line.
"1 don't think they have as
much depth on the line as last
year," Harbaugh explained.
"Last year they were able to
play two units in there and I
think it really made a difference.
"They had to play those front
people a little bit longer than
they had to last year. That's the
only difference I sec in that
football team."
Taggart also picked up in the
slight difference between the
Racers in 1996 and last year's
11-1 team.
"Their front line is not as
strong as they were last year.
We just moved the ball up and
down the field on them...1 think
they were overconfident."
Whether MSU was overconfident or not is a questionable
call. However, the Racer offense
was as tight as a drum.
See Page 7

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
After rushing for 480 yards, Willie Taggart was sure his coaches
were going to dial up the option
one more time.
"I thought we were going to
keep running the option, because
they couldn't stop it all evening,"
said the Western Kentucky quarterback. "We were getting five yards
a pop. They couldn't stop us."
Instead, the Western coaches
threw Taggart, and Murray State, a
curveball.
On only his eighth pass of the
night. Taggart hit wideout Joey
Stockton in the corner of the end
zone in the second period of overtime to give the Hilltoppers a 44-41
double-overtime win over ninthranked Murray State.
Taggart, a 6-0, 175-pound junior,
proved to be a smooth operator of
Western's I-bone offense, which
confused and frustrated Racer players and stunned a Roy Stewart Stadium crowd of 14,123.
"All week long, we kept saying
we had a feeling we're going to
win this game," said Taggart, who
MARK YOUNG/Ledge( & Times photo
rushed for 181 yards and scored
sophomore linebacker Chris Vaughn (51) celebrates after he and Racer teammates Mathias Vaveo (left), Anthony Hutch (89) and
Sean
two first-half touchdowns. "We
down Western Kentucky quarterback Willi* Taggart during Saturday night's game.
knew we had a better team coming
in here."
Murray State (0-1) dismantled
have a very good scheme to go
your defense on the field all night," with 6:09 left in the fourth quarter first with an
impressive 13-yard
the Western offense in last year's
with their players. They came out
Nutt said.
to give MSU a 31-24 lead.
run by Downs, who finished the
season opener, winning 35-14.
and executed their offense, which
"Early on, our defense made
Western (2-0) stormed back with night with 100 yards on nine
"When you've got guys that can
is a very tricky offense.
enough plays, they got a fumble, an 11-play, 68-yard drive, capped
operate it like that...the quarterback
"It still hasn't really hit me that got an interception. If we would've by fullback Latravis Powell's one- carries.
Up 38-31, the Racers had to
runs 4.4 and the tailback is 220 and
we lost. You win 11 -straight and just capitalized...Now, it's so much yard plunge to tie the game at
keep
WKU out of the end zone for
every play you've got to account
you start to feel invincible."
easier to look back, but I just wish 31-31 with 1:31 to play.
the
win.
However, Western needed
for them," said Racer head coach
Murray State looked vulnerable
we took advantage of our defense's
MSU, which couldn't do any- just five plays to send backup tailHouston Nutt. "It's a tough offense
all night, turning the ball over four turnovers."
thing in the final minute, punted to back Mitchell Randle around the
to defend, but last year we shut it
times. Though his defense gave up
Murray State, which had 366 totWestern, which took over at the right side from three yards out.
down and spit it out."
44 points and 505 total yards, Nutt al yards, used big plays to stay in
MSU 45 with :27 left. Driving to
In the second OT, MSU could
"Western has a very good team," said the MSU offense had to share The game and get to overt-in*:
the Racers' 22, Jeff Poisel's only manage a Rob Hart 39-yard
Murray State sophomore linebacker
the blame.
Racer junior tailback Anthony 39-yard field goal attempt with :05
field goal, going up 41-38.
Chris Vaughn said from a quiet
"We preach about it all the time: Downs, a transfer from Clemson, left went wide right.
Racer locker room. "They also
turnovers hurt. You can't leave dashed 73 yards for a touchdown
In overtime, the Racers struck

Cowboys, Steelers bounce back
The Associated Press
Dallas and Pittsburgh, last season's Super Bowl teams,
rebounded from season-opening
losses with victories that befitted going against the Giants at Texas
their status as defending confer- Stadium.
ence champions.
Aikman threw scoring passes
Troy Aikman threw three of 9 yards to Delon Sanders, 19
touchdown passes in the first half yards to Kevin Williams and 5
Sunday as the defending champ- yards to Emmitt Smith as the
ion Cowboys shut out the New Cowboys built a 21-0 halftime
York Giants 27-0. Rod Woodson, lead.
coming back from a severe knee
"So much for the demise of
injury, scored on an interception
Dallas," coach Barry Switzer
return and recovered a fumble as said. "This was a big confidence
the Steelers beat the Baltimore game. The defense was dominant
Ravens 31-17.
and Troy was throwing rockets.
The Cowboys, who lost their We played very well."
opener to Chicago 22-6, finally
Smith rushed for 94 yards on
got their much-criticized offense 25 carries and showed no signs of

Super Bowlers win big

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Samantha Hoped scored four
goals as the Murray High Lady
Tigers ripped through Paducah
Tilghman 9-0 in high school soccer action Saturday afternoon at
Ty Holland Field.
Even with four starters missing
from the lineup, Murray (4-2)
completely overmatched their
Paducah counterparts.
"In the throe years I've been
coach here, that was as well as
we've done," Murray coach Mark
Kennedy said. "The score could
have been worse, but I saw no

reason to run it up."
Hogsed opened the scoring
with an assist from Jeanne Maddox. Courtney Christopher then
recorded the next two goals with
assists from Susan Krieb and
Maddox to make it 3-0 at
halftime.
Hogscd began the second half
with an unassisted goal just one
minute in, and 23 seconds later,
she scored again with an assist
from Maddox. Hogsed's fourth
goal was off an assist by Mary
Kay Howard.
Shannon Beddow made it 7-0
with an assist from Becky Greene
before Heather Schroeder scored
off a Howard assist and Howard
scored with an assist from Dca
Banks.
Murray (4-2) outshot Tilghman
29-10. Alicia Swain had seven

a neck injury that forced him out
of the game against the Bears.
"I'm still a little sore, but
everything went OK," Smith
said. "It was good to get that
Chicago game off our backs. You
guys (the media) are good about
overreacting."
Woodson had a similar reaction after the Steelers bounced
back from their opening loss to
Jacksonville and season-ending
injuries to Pro Bowl linebacker
Greg Lloyd and pass rusher Ray
Seals.
Mike Tomczak, promoted to

saves for the Lady Tigers.
"I think our players decided
that they weren't going to make
anybody else regional contenders," Kennedy said. "They
decided to make a statement and
not let anybody else make a name
off of them. We kept the ball
moving, and it paid off."
*Murray's JV squad tied Tilghman 2-2. Alison Hutson scored
with an assist from Becky Greene
and Shannon Beddome scored
unassisted. The JV team hosts
Marshall County tonight at 5:30.
The Lady Tigers host Marshall
Tuesday night as part of a girls/
boys district doubleheader. The
girls game begins at 5:30 with the
boys to follow.

starting quarterback after Jim
Miller struggled in the Steelers'
24-9 loss to the Jaguari; completed 18 of 25 passes for 198
yards and two TDs against the
Ravens.
In other NFL games, it was
Carolina 22, New Orleans 20;
Washington 10, Chicago 3; Houston 34, Jacksonville 27; Indianapolis 21, New York Jets 7; Minnesota 23, Atlanta 17; Buffalo 17,
New England 10; Kansas City 19,
Oakland 3; Detroit 21, Tampa
Bay 6: San Diego 27, Cincinnati
14; Denver 30, Seattle 20; San
Francisco 34, St. Louis 0; and
Miami 38, Arizona 10.
Tonight, Philadelphia is at
Green Bay.

Owensboro Apollo 1, OT
OWENSBORO — Murray
High traveled a long way and
played a long time to claim a 2-1
win over Owensboro Apollo
Saturday night.
The Tigers and Apollo were
tied 1-1 at the end of regulation
play, then battled through a
10-minute overtime period without scoring. The game finally
came down to penalty kicks, and
Murray finally won on the
seventh kick.
"I didn't think we played very
well, but anytime you go on the
road, and especially to Owensboro, and come out with a win,
you have to be pleased," Murray
coach James Weatherly said.
Shane Andrus scored Murray's
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By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — It was
a fitting farewell for the Louis
Armstrong Stadium. The final
championship matches to be
played there showcased the
two best tennis players in the
world — and among the best
ever. Their timing was
impeccable.
Steffi Graf won her 21st
Grand Slam tournament tide
Sunday at the U.S. Open, then
hugged her mother.
Then the rain came.
Pete Sampras won his fourth
U.S. Open crown, then hugged
his girlfriend.
Then the rain came again.
"This definitely saved my
year," Sampras said after capturing the men's title with a
6-1, 6-4, 7-6 (7-3) pounding of
Michael Chang. "It really
does. It wasn't a bad year, but
this will definitely make the
rest of the '96 season very
enjoyable to play."
Sampras won his first Grand
Slam tournament title of the
year after Graf won her sixth
consecutive major by downing
Monica Seles 7-5, 6-4.
"There is no relief of it
being over," Graf said. "It is
a joy winning it and playing
that well. I didn't expect to be
able to show that kind of tennis today. That is why I am so
excited."
It was the 19th year the U.S.
Open has ended at Louis
Armstrong Stadium.
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WDIVIOUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING—VI Kersucky Floyd 30196, Taggart
Harbaugh's decision caught Tag26 181 Pavel 20-76 Rand* 3-22, Gummi
34.
Townsiwi
gut, who has a questionable arm at
lAiway St. Downs 0-100 McCann
1 144 Scarborough 3-51 Jonas 1-40. Tuner 5-20.
best, off guard.
Hstson 5-20 Swinton
12) Cherry 6+241
PASSING—IV Kentucky 1.99411 34257 mUrfey
"When he called the play in I got
Si C hot Pt ¶024-107-2
RECEIVING—W Kentucky Stockton 2-20
nervous, but then I thought about
Mcleod 1-5 tAartay St Swinton 3-33. Jonas 2-27.
Wenen 1-0, Pollard 1-13 McCann t 4 Smith 1,11.
it: (Hampton's) an all-American
Grow I-15
and our receiver is an allAmerican," Taggart explained. "I
Just wanted to throw it up high so
17-14 on a school-record 99-yard
could go get it."
kickoff return by Donald Hitson.
n stayed with Stockton
into the.comer of the end zone, but
Tied at 17-17 at halftime, MSU
Stockwin snared the perfect pass took a touchdown lead in the third
just ourof Hampton's reach, spark- when fullback David McCann
ing a wild Hilltopper celebration. busted over from two yards out to
"I'd put William Hampton on cap an 11-play, 64-yard scoring
him everytime," Nutt said after- drive.
wards. "If they threw that pass 100
Western did not score in the
times, 99 times William makes that third quarter, but got a 12-yard run
play."
from Antwan Floyd to tie the game
MSU's offense put together just at 24-24 before Downs' dash to the
two scoring "drives" all night, the end zone.
first one a 7-play, 36-yard drive to
MSU quarterback Mike Cherry
open the game with a Hart field
was just 10-of-24 for 107 yards and
goal.
two interceptions.
Senior receiver Jesse Jones
"Mike was a little pressed early
scooped up a Tim Scarborough on, trying to make some things
fumble in the first quarter and happen," Nutt said of the senior.
rambled 40 yards for the score. In "You've got to make plays when
the second quarter, MSU went up you've have to make them."
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PRO FOOTBALL

MARK

only goal through regulation, oil
an assist by Brandon Jones. Murray (4-2) had nine shots on goal
to Apollo's five, with Tiger
goalkeeper Ross Clark recording
four saves. Clark also made the
save on the final penalty kick to
preserve the win.
Weatherly said Nathan Keller
suffered a knee injury in Saturday's game. His status is
unknown for Tuesday night's district game against Marshall
County, the second game of a
girls/boys doubleheader that
begins at 5:30.
•Murray's junior varsity squad
downed Apollo 2-0 for its first
win. Michael Rumble and Ryan
Seay scored for the Tigers with
Matt Clemson assisting on Seay's
goal.
Calloway 6, Fort Campbell 3
HOPKINSVILLE — Calloway
scored five goals in the second
half to down Fort Campbell
Saturday.
Matt Farmer tallied Calloway's
first goal, with an assist by Jeff
Nix, to tie the game at 1-1 before
Fort Campbell took a 2-1 lead at
halftime.
"I thought we started slow, and
we were possibly still thinking
about our win over Hopkinsville
two days earlier," Calloway
coach Steve Arant said. "1
thought we lacked intensity in the
first team, but the whole team
showed the ability to come back,
and in the second half everybody
was attacking the goal aggressively and looking for the shot."
Calloway ran wild on Fort
Campbell in the second half. Jeff
Nix had two goals, the second off
an assist by Jeremy Webber, and
assisted on a goal by Andrew
O'Rourke. Ty Ficbig scored with
a Matt Farmer assist before John
Eric Yezerski headed in a direct
kick by Andy Sheridan.

Calloway had 15 shots on goal.
Goalkeeper Shane Wilkerson had
five saves.
"We've moved Jeff Nix to
striker, so John Eric Yezerski is
the only center midfielder with
experience left there, and he's
responded well," Arant said. "I
think we will score more by mov-

Murray State senior tailbac

k Donald Hitson was named the
Ohio Valley
Conferences Specialist of the Week after
his record -tying performance versus Western Kentucky Saturday night
Hason, a native of Valdosta, Ga , returne
d four kickoff

s for 183 yards for an
average of 45 7 yards per return
The highlight was a 99 yard return
for a
touchdown which tired a Murray
State record held by Vic Kubu (1963)
and
Nick Vance (1979)
In addition to his kick returns, Hitson
also carried the ball five times for
20
yards versus the Hilltoppers

•Harbaugh...
FROM PAGE 6
Junior wide receiver Reginald
Swinton said he was as nervous
before Saturday night's game as
he's ever been in his career,
which includes last year's showdown with Eastern Kentucky
and the playoff game against
Northern Iowa.
"I think maybe it was high

'39.95
Cleans furnace burners,
blowers, oils motors, checks
all safety controls.

All Type Home
Service

9534762

ing Jeff if we have other people
play well at midfield."
*Calloway's junior varsity
team lost 3-1. Michael Morris
recorded the Lakers' only goal.
Calloway is back in action
Tuesday night, hosting Paducah
Tilghman. The JV game begins at
5:30 with the varsity to follow.

MSU Horticulture Club

PLANT SALE
September 11-13, Wed.-Fri.
From 8-5
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41
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41
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22
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59
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14
22
20
58
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MSU Curris Center

expectations," said Swinton,
noting he was so tight he
couldn't stretch out and grab a
key first-quarter pass from Mike
Cherry. "We wanted to live up
to 1995 and we can't do that,
we've got to establish our own
ground."
Swinton added, "It brings you
back down to earth. Some of us
thought we were invincible. It
took a good team like Western
to come into our house, on our
turf, and surprise us."
It's safe to say the pressure's
off now. Like last year, the Racers again have something to
prove when they host Southern
Illinois next Saturday.
Correction: the Racers have a
statement to make next
Saturday.
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Wherever you go
go on Cooper tires!
* American-Made ... Quality You Can Trust!
OPEN
Mon Fn
7-5
Sat 7-Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 7E3-1111

WHEN BUYING A
MANUFACTURED HOME LOOK FOR THI
S
ATTRACTIVE FEATURE.

(In front of the Bookstore)

Folka

36 Years In Business

We Are Your Professionals
In Car & Home Stereos

WORLD OF SOUND
Murray •

753-5865

Great Performances by Martin.

There are countless things to look for when
buying a manufactured home. But
none as important as the energy right' logo.
Manufactured homes in the energy right
Shows: Alpha Gas Logs MS40

.111,1hz II cent-free gad log.. 4,11artin
Awducto are great performerd. They
Awe .111 the featured you love about a ieikk) fire, without
the work and expend.%
necarr..e they're tbermootatically controlled, .v.nr can
oelect the temperature you
want them to maintain. .1/phi: fi gao logo feature
dual burner:. for beautiful,
wiling Mimeo. They're al,,'..I.(;.il. deoups(eddied
ao vent-free gao bediero, and
they're rated an amazing 99.9% efficient' 11'1ml: you ..•ant
a greatrerforill.rri,,.
von want ;11/11h1 IIga.. load by .Ilartur.

Martin

$349.95

program have special energy-saving features that help
you save money on your power
hills. They also create a constant, uniform temperatur
e environment throughout your
home. Added features like extra insulation, double-pan
e windows, and an electric heat
pump eliminate drafts and cold spots so you can
enjoy the perfect temperature
year-round. And, should you ever decide to move,
you'll also benefit
from a higher re-sale value. For further informatio
n, talk to your
dealer about the manufactured homes in the energy
right program.
You'll find it's the smart way to buy, no matter how
you look at it.

YOUR LOCAL POWER COMPANY

1111NIGAS PRODUCTS
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Why Not Buy From
^ Honest & Reliable People

222 S. 12th •
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House Plants
Ferns
Hanging Baskets
Plant Sale Will Take Place in the

FALL SPECIAL
Complete Furnace
Check Up &
Safety Inspection
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MSU's Hitson named OVC Specialist of
the Week

NI Lady Tigers...
FROM PAGE 6

YOUNG Ledger

photo
Murray State defensive end Terry Anthony (35)
brings down Western
Kentucky's Antwan Floyd during Saturday's game while
MSU's Anthony
Hutch (89) and Sean Nolen (4) close in on
the play.
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
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TOAIME

Ur% Discount 2nd Sun,
40% Discount 3ect Rua.
(AS J Ado Musl Ihir) erne•Day Aided)
$200 peg column Inch extra for
010
FisifirzfaY (Snooping Guide)
COO
025
Reader Adl
304 per word, $6 00 minimum 030
lit cloy. be per word per cloy for 040
each cidditi000l consecutive 05C
day. $2 00 •xtra for Shopper
flues Clcissrfieds go into Shopping Guide) $200 extra for ,
90
bend box ads
370

120 Sole $Z50 Pref.:via

39C
A 12 00 lee will be requireddiku
to malit 413C
arty chonoes to ad alter
es
650

020

CA LL
ANNOuNCEMENIS
egoi Notice
Notice
Pasonois
Cora of Thorsis
In Memory
.ost & FoJna
FARMERS MARKE I
Ione E(:),,D•rens
Jverocs & Supoi as
Porn,/ & Supoties
oce
costa & Seed

CHILD care workers
needed Full time infant/
toddler, part time preschool and substitute posi
bons Must be over 18 and
able to work full day schedule Call PLAY Academy,
762-0090

age limit to apply It
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy For tree intorma
tIon call
NO

•

••

5
•

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-1,08 kKssi clam sorvico-

:.•

..s.•••• '

Lost Of Stolen?
Ha2e ai.c1 Murray /yea
Reimer 2300 Handheld
Blower
Red & Bac•
$ REWARD
Safari Lawncare
759-2259

050
Lost
And Found
FOUND Brown & white
bird dog Male Pointer
found in Harris Grove area
on 9/196 435-4562

HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1
to 5 Nice consignment do
thing $1 00 Buys miens.
women children jeans,
sweaters sweat shirts
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489 2243 or 7536981

•

060
11•41
Wanted
ATLAS Transmission now
hiring experienced transmission bulkier Apply in
person, 400 N 4th St, Murray, KY or call 75&5000
ask for Paul

MUMS Pre Season Sale U
dig or potted 15 Varieties
to choose from 2 MOOS S
Old Murray Paris Rd
753-2171, 753-1078

BOOKKEEPER/ secretary
for local decorating business Must be proficient in
bookkeeping, typing &
must have some computer
knowledge Also assist in
store when needed Apply
at Blacks Decorating Center 701 So 4th St, Murray,
KY

NOTICE
Will the ladies
that inquired
about a space
for a beauty
salon please
contact Jim Rice
at 753-5690
after 5 p.m.

DRIVERS
0T R :
STRAIGHT TALK... That's
what you II hear from ins!
Joliff Transportation has a
lot to offern Call us at
1 800 873 5653 (Mon
8arn Sat noon)

insuronc•
Exterminating
Business Services
-looting & Cooing
Services Offered
TRANSPORTATION

470
400
48.5
490
495
500
510
520

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Porn
used Cars
Voris
used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

000K/ CATERING. Murray State University Full
time position with benefits
(forty hours per week plus
overtime) High school graduate or equivalent required One year of experience in commercial food
preparation required with
two to five years of experience preferred Good math
skills we essential Must be
knowledgeable in methods
of preparation, equipment
and supply use, and sanaa
bon arid safety Will work
directly on the catering
crew Night and weekend
work will be required Salary $6 19 per hour. Apply
at Department of Employment Services. 1210 John
son Blvd, Murray, KY
42071 An EEO. k4/F/D, AA
employer

753-7728

WE buy Army Surplus
759-4490

BHB Firearms has moved
to Town, 767-9744 Pistols,
nfles, shotguns, hunting
supplies

Apply in person at

Ailloies
Foe Side

Owen's Food
Market
PART time secretary/ as
sistant for insurance office
Flexible hours computer
skills required Send re
sume to P 0 I3ox 1040 T,
Murray Ky 42071
ROUTE delivery driver, full
time, no lay off Insurance
furnished on driver Paid
national holidays Send resume to P 0 Box 528. Murray. KY 42071

HELP WANTED: Earn
up to $500 per week
assembling products at
horns. No experience.
INFO
1-504-646-1700
DEPT, KY-2021.

150

AIR Fresheners CannierciaJ quality now available
for homes starting at $6 50
per month Save on potpouri and candles Call
Shawnee Air Systems,
502 753 9094
DEER HUNTER'S SPECIAL Deer Chow, Deer
Blocks, Deer Co-Cain,
Stump Likker, automatic
feeders, Me Cane see full
line at Farmers Farmacy,
Dixieland Center
759-2248
FOR sale 2 lots in Murray
Memorial Gardens Owner
had to move out of state If
interested
call
206-566-0164 ask for
Mary
FOR sale

Domestic

Childcare
CAROL'S Custom Cleaning Home and office services Reasonable rates
Bonded, reliable For more
information please call
753-9351 ask for Carol
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759 9553
HOME and office cleaning
New construction, daily
weekly, special cleaning
References Ph Valerie,
759 5021

If you arc under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199
it

IMMEDIATE positions
open for warehouse work
Mon-Fri, 7am 4pm Call
H T Marketing 753-3735
LOOKING to find, 2 3 ind
victuals Professional Bue
ness minded For Murray
expansion of west coast
company
Call
800-574 3075 ask for
Monica
NOW hiring Mature and
professional non student to
work full or part time front
desk Must be able to
handle group reservations
and banquet bookings
Limited computer skills
Must have good people
skills Experience pre
fared Apply in person at
Best Western Reser inn et
Murray
WANTED Brice mason,
preferably retired with cutter Small jobs Call
436-6051

Campus'',
USED computers, bough
and sold 767-0658

ion
Wont
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night
ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
492 8646 days. 753 1418
evenings
CASH for GI JOE toys
new 753-7185

Old

Of

CASH paid for good used
rifles, shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th
Murray.
t .
PORTABLE welder,
200amp or larger Tandem
flat trailer, 14 20ft long
90 1 584 6 2 8 8
or
901-642 0475

Yoe*
BALDWIN Electronic
Grand Piano, MIDI capaloe Full size keyboard.
Never needs tuning, excellent condition, $1000.
753-5778.

KENMORE, 7cu ft chest
freezer, $150 firm, 1yr old
753-1520

1996 CARRIAGE House
doublewide, 3 bedrooms &
2 baths with all the extras
SPECIAL $34,900 with free
delivery. Make a bid, must
go Gateway Mobile
Homes, Benton, KY
502-527-1427,

KING sized waterbed,
healed, soft sides, fully
baffled, $125 753-6513
LAWN tractor, Lawn Chief,
15hp, hydrostatic drive/
mulching unit 2yrs old,
$750 767-0506 attar 5pm

1996 CHANDELIER,
14x70, 3br, 2 bath. All
electric, appliances & c/a,
damaged. $9500 obo. Call
753-7975-

281R house in Lynn Grove
Retng, stove, w/d furnished Will be available
September 15th Call
435-4569
48R, 2 bath in town
pets 492-6175

No

360
Foe Real
Or Lease

TOBACCO barn, 32x52 at
Coldwater 502-489 2116
leave message

Livestock
& Supplies

2 LARGE storage budding,
for rent in town 492-6175.

AQHA Palomino, 153
hands, 5yrs Gentle, broke
western pleasure, $2900
753-2493

48FTx4Oft Metal building
Insulated, new paint inside
& out, gas heat Can be
used for 1 or 2 shops or
stores Located 406 Sunbury Circle See Carlos
Black at Blacks Decorating
Center or call, 753-0839 or
436-2935
DOWNTOWN upstairs office space on Court
Square Rent $95. Includes
utilities 753-1266.
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available
753-2905 or
753-7536
OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621

Available Now
Stella Storage
Mini Warehouses
3 sizes to choose
from. Located behind
Stella Grocery on
Hwy. 121 North.
753-7443

1997 SOUTHRIDGE,
28x52 doublewide, lots of
closets, extra large utility
room, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths
with island in kitchen,
cherry cabinets in blue deCa Must see this beauty
for $37,900 03, including
air and underpinning Lakeland Quality Homes, Benton, KY. Ph 502-527-5253

1,2,380 apts Furnished,
very nice neer k4SU No
pets.
7 5 3 - 1 25 2
days,753-0606 after Spin.
1BR furnished, all utilities
included Pasture & barn
space available No pets
435-4236

3BR, 1'/, bath, mobile
home on good lot. Wilson
Realty, 753-5066.

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

38R, 2 bath, cent h/a,
treated wood deck & steps
16x80, Like new Fleetwood Could arrange financing to qualified buyer
Call 759-4117

EXTRA nias duplex, 21a, 1
bath, washer, dryer, dishwasher. Central h/a, deck,
garage No pets Lease &
deposit required
753-5719

'06 ATLANTIC mobile
home. Loaded, 3 bedroom.
2 bath, am/fm cass radio
built-in, all wood cabinets
and tiled trim Real nice.
753-1186.

HILLDALE Apes now taking
applications for 1,2, &
apts Handicap accessibie
Apply at Hilidale Apts office
Monday-Friday. 7.30-3.30.
Equal Housing Opportunity. 437-4113. TDD
1-800-545-1833 X287.

,

The Classitiedil

25 ACR
bar, 2
house,
fireplace
stock
fruit tr
home s&
& septic
miles
492

MINIATURE Greyhounds
436-2953
REGISTERED Border Col
lie pups for sale 492-6644
days 492 8580 nights

5 AC R
home

ROTTWEILER pups for
sale Shots & wormed
753-8490

ACREAG
275-A
502-759

SIBERIAN Husky, AKC registered male, lyr old,
$100 489-2973

HORSE
Shade,
open f : •
$40000
460

430

heel
Estate
FOR Sale 6+ Acres o
prime building land Some
woods, corner lot, road
frontage from two sides
North of Murray on Wrather
Road. $25,500 Call
901 644 7587

10 ACR:
home,4
closets,
Graves
47-695.4

HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218

370

33x50 SHOP, 12h overhead door & rag door, gas
heat Perfect of workshop
car clean up or storage
$200/mo Located behind
Allison photography Call
753-8809

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

450

Pets
& Supplies

Business
Nerds

1996 CLAYTON, 28x64
(lived in only four months)
SAVE thousands of dollars
from new price, deluxe in
every way, at a LOW
PRICE. Gateway Mobile
Homes, Benton, KY. Ph
502-527-1427.

(Say
v”

SOU
Plans
acre
prices. •
single
Munia•
iron r

• Doodling** we 2 days
In advance,

Souses

300

CLOSE-OUT SALE 'N'
SAVE THOUSANDS!
Hoar
KENTUCKY Lake, LakeHuge discounts on all 1996
Furnishings
land Weedy Village. 1br
models New 1997's arriv2 END tables, 2 lamps 8 ing, If you're
apartment, utilities inTired of renting
queen size waterbed hard- or pushy
cluded, rent based on insalespeople Exside 753-7947
come 62 & older, or handiperiencing some Credit
cap & disabled Equal
GREAT sofa, $196 Match- problems Wanting that
Housing Opportunity
ing table lamps, $50 special home with afford502-354-8888
able monthly payments
753-3964
Needing a low down payLUXURY apt for rent Large
BLUE velvet lift char, never ment, c/h&a, applianc
es, 2br, 2 bath on Hwy 68,
been used,$350 753-5252 delivered & set up Cal or
between Jonathan Creek
after 6prn
come by- Best Home Cenaid Auroro Close to lake
ter,
211
W
Main
CamSt,
KENMORE stacksble
Cal 474-2774 or 354-8824
38320
washer & dryer Dining den, TN
NEW in country, lbr effi
room table 8 4 chairs w/ 901-584- 2009 MentIon
country hutch Oueensize this ad 8 We'll make your ciency,$270/rno plus depo
lit house payment for youlI
sit No pets Completer)*
waterbed suite 489-6133
furnished 436-2722, 8-6
COMPLE
TELY remodeled
OAK dining room suit,
pedestal table, seats 6. 14x65, 2br, 2 full baths, set ROOMMATE wanted,
$375/mo Cal for interview
Matching china cabinet, up on rented lot, $8750
753-6012
767-0951
3yrs old $750 489-2973
QUEEN size waterbed with
Sealy flotation system with
acarissories 8 frame, $100
firm 901-642-1549

MU •
at $18,
for no
502
904-6

Mon.-Frt. 7:30 am.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed

Fr Rent

2 OR 3BR, gas or electric,
central h/a Edge of city
limits 753-5209

Sae

;

OFFICE HOURS:

CREEKVIEW Sett storage
2BR, 12,60 fully furnished, warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
washer & dryer if needed
Well water & septic Free $20-$40/mo 759 4081
lawn care, 9 miles from
Murray, close to Blood
355
River boat dock. $250/mo +
For Sale
deposit Call 623-6314.
Or Lear

220

1960, 1470 FAIRMONT,
large kitchen & den, 2for, 1
bath. 4 Miles south of Murray. Possible land lease.
Great condition, $9500.
Home 362-7992, work
395-7922 ask for Shane.

HOUSE trailer & 4x4 truck
for sale 753-654,4

Wiggins Furniture

Firewood
A-FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

BEAU
bur,
Este
ray,
dock,

340

Noble
Homes For %et

14x70, 28R, 2 bath, firepiece, central ft/a. Must be
moved, $6000 obo
345-2742.

HARDY outdoor wood
burning
furnace.
180,000bbJ Heats 6,000sq
ft, $2,000 437-4252

Public Sole
For Track)
Free Coiumn
Woritea

280

210

12)60 NORRIS, new carpet throughout, side by side
refrig. If your want quality,
take a look. ONLY
$5995.00. Gateway Mobile
Homes, Benton, KY Ph
502-527-1427.

char, dining table & chairs
Marty small items, beds,
microwave & weights
Fri./30th bl Sept 15 1210
Main St

070

SKI MACHINE Call after 6
759-9839

Noti
Homes Fee

Refrigerator,

MISCELLANEOUS
410
540
560
5.70

SPECIAL, 1997 Southridge, 16x80 sink in island
in kitchen, large dining
area, patio door, dishwasher, burgundy decor,
for only $26,900 See at
Lakeland Quality Homes,
641 N, Benton, KY Ph
502-527-5253

270

stove, TV, speaker, couch,

4.35
Lake Proper",
440
Lots For So.
450Fo
AOC
HOom
rrn
ess F or 5
513 °
e

Mobile
Homes For Sala

GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650

6106 high enclosed utility
trailer
$850 obo
75(1-9932

Advertisers are sequested to
check the Int insertion of
their ads tor any ow Murray
Lodger & Throes
be reREAL ESIAIE SALES
sponsible kx only one locosroe insertion. My war
270
Mobile Homes For So
365
For Sole a Lease should be reported Immo*.
420
Home Loons °Italy es corrections con be
430
Real Estate made.

MasterCard

274

Part-Time & Full-Time
DELI HELP
NEEDED

..„„„ts

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

200
210
220
243
260
380

'poets

IMMACULATE Cleaning
Services. Professional, LIKE new, commerc
ial
DAY shift help wanted
reliable cleaning for com- 3-part stainless steel sink
Apply at Dutch Essenhaus mercial or residential. Exwrdrabriboards & faucets,
Cafeteria 753 2334
cellent references. $450. Call 492-6111
beEXPERIENCED carpenter 519-0838.
tween 10.00-5.30
4 ttiF
4
needed for residential con100
CARPET &
MURRAY riding mower.
OR COVERING
struction in Murray area
Business
14 Shp,42 deck, hydrostaMust be ambitious Call
Doing lt right the first time costs
Opportunky
tic trans Used 1 summer,
436-2766
less than doing it over.
$800 489-2973
DUE
to
untimely
death
o
F4'14 Quality carpet, hardwood, tile
& vinyl
EXPERIENCED tobacco owner,
C&J Locksmith in NO Payment, No Interest
WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
cutters needed Call
Paris, Tennessee is for unbl Jan of 1997
Or law
435 4424
30 Years Experience
sale Well established serv- interest rates on
all
Cub
Jim Knight Sala & Installati
rfay
ing Paris and surrounding Cadet lawn & garden
on r,„ f,o,„iii
EXPERIENCED carpen
tracJay Kmeff
areas,
enjoys
good
teis
reputeneeded 753 4444
tors Lambs Small Engine,
•
3FMitt, Knight
boo Selling- Chevrolet Van Industrial Rd 753-292
5
FRUSTRATED? Tired of (excellent condition
Hwy 641 1 ',2 Miles South of Murray to
), key
x
paying for someone else s making machine
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards
Hatil.
POWERL
INE lawn tractor,
, blanks,
dreams'> Tired of being code cutter
and an MC 12hp Briggs IC engine, 39'
• passed up" Start paying
for 1200 code cutter, barrel cut Good condition, low
your own dreams now! Call cutter, drilling gigs
and ac- hours, $600 Home
502 442 3075 ask for cessories
Key
club
ma- 362-7992, work 395-7922
vurniture
Melesa
.
1teddin
chine. vehicle opening tool. ask for Shane
g
pinning kits, emergency
GEOMETRY Tutor wanted
Call after 5pm, 759-9215 lockout equipment, plus SEE us for your barn or roof
(Since 1958)
lots of other supplies and metal Cut to
length
GROWING office products equipme
nt not listed In- Cover's 36 inches, many
1155%. 6.41 N. - Across from
company needs service cludes
office
furniture
, mo- colors Economy Metal &
NIemorial Gardens
technician Experience a bile
phone, answering ma- Supply Co 489-2722
plus Must have electronics chine.
etc Pnoed for quick
753-4566
and mechanical back- sale,
$1590000 Please STRAW for sale $1 75 per
ground
Open. Afon.-Sat.
Send
resume to only qualified individuals bale Ph 489-2436,if no
am. Ira 5 pm.
P 0 Box 938 Benton KY reply
Free Deli% cry and Financing A5aiLible
Ph 901-642-272, answer leave message
42025
Ext 0, between 8run and
Quality
Carry ,1 11101
HOUSEKEEPER needed 5pm for appointment
USED furniture & ap
Mention this ad. We'll pay the tax.
Must be dependable, honPAY PHONE ROUTE 35 pianos. Washer, dryers,
est and thorough Prefer
ref, ranges air cond • TV's
Local & established sites
Thursday, other days posWood thaws, chest, dress
Earn up to $1500 wkly
sible References required
era, desk lamps, student
1-800 696 4980
P 0 Box 1040 L. Murray,
desk George E Hodge,
KY 42071
12(I
806 Coldwater Rd

•

les
170
leo
'95

MERCHANDISE
Como," s
For Solo or Trocle
Wont TO Bay
*kr/IC*3 FOr Sole
ApPeanc es
Homo Fanng'
AnnoueS
VOCuurn Cleaners
Sewing kA0craines
Heavy EquiPment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musica
Miscellaneous
T V & Roo
Pets & Soar:Alit

Want
To Buy

COMMISSION salesperson for growing direct marl
company Sales experience required Only those
of strong character and TRAVEL Agent full or part
high morals need apply
MO for Murray location
Earn $30,000 $40,000 for a Reservation experience
pob well done Send resume preferred Apply in person,
and/or letter of application Destinations Unlimited,
to Automated Direct Mail, 105 W 11th St, Benton
312 Main St. Murray KY 5 2 7 2 7 78
or
42071
800-231-6482
COMPUTER Users
Needed Work own hours
$20k to $50klyr
1-800-348 7186 x 486

120
IX)
105
150
155
160

200

Hebb
Wanted

CHAUFFEUR Limousine
Male/ Female trainees
Good
wages
502 329-0319

CANCER
INSURANCE

OW
230
250
290
630

060

CARPENTERS helper and
Laborer needed We train
for promobon to carpenter
436 2766

Ladies prescription
glasses have been
kit at the Murray
Ledger office.

t•

210
286
330
30
320
330
340
360

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
M00410 Homes tor Pent
Mobile Harn• Lots for Rent
Business Rentals
Wont To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses Fa Pent
rOr Pent Of _cross

Help
Wanted

Notice

FREE Pregnancy Tests
Ufehouse 753-0700

ne4d Wonted
Dorn•shc & ChitCIC Ore
SITOtiOn Wonted
Business OPPorfallrY
Instruchon

3- 1 A
miss
tar &

ADJUSTMENTS

753-1916

SERVICES

060
070
090
'X
• i3

01,0

020

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

EMPLOYMI NI

441I

380
Pets
& Supplies
AKC black Labs 11 wks
old, $75 Call after 5
436-5647
AKC English Setter pup
pies Shots & wormed Call
502-247-5222
AKC Registered Shelties
(miniature Collies) Ready
in 2 weeks Papers & first
baby shot Parents on property 901 644 1716, Pans

121 140
Rd. 3br,
tral a/c,
cable, 2
drive 48

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all puce ranges It
you are thinking of selling contact one of our COUr1Sous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or slop
by office at 711 Main St.

1300SQ
shop on
ing 4 I:
Rd $45
2YR old
town, 3br,
garage
extras 7

435

Lake
Property

3BR, 2 •
age With
or no do
also trade

I Have a lake lot, will trade
or a pontoon boat 25' or
onger. $6000-$6500
ange 753-5690

3BR. 3
deck 16x
Fenced
Farm Rd
reduced

Lots
For Sate

3 HUGE caner lots in Pre
DOG obedience classes or ston Heights,
500 feet from
private Serving Murray 14 city limits
All underground
years 436-2858
city utilities 753-2339

4BR, 1 be
large lot
garage
753 9369
4BR, 2 be
brick horn
fireplace.
RE, 753-9

Telephone Sales & Service
Phone Jacks Installed $35."
Ea. Additional Jack
$ 25."
VODAVI sates Als sorvice
• -• iIlilfli St/stein -

MURRAY
TELEPHONE
it

•

ELECTRONICS

753-7567

HALEY'S
,:Ugly Puck
LTA Rental

and Sales

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
THE MURRAY BOARD OF EDUCATION
IS ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR THE
POSITION OF PART-TIME HEALTH AIDE
Applicants must have a high school education or
equivalent. This position is responsible for attending to the health needs of student(s) within the
school classroom. Individual must be trained or be
willing to be trained in simple health procedures.
Interested individuals need to submit a letter of
interest to: Ms. Judy Muehieman
Murray Board of Education
208 South 13th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Deadline: September 11, 1996

Day
V ^yi S*Jrc
• Park
,
c

SI

AL.!
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNMES
ENHANCED WAGE PROGRAM!!!
BENEFIT PACKAGE!!!
PROFIT SHARING!!

KTN
Du; the
hps•-•

Jakel, Incorporated is rapidly expanding its work
force in Murray, KY In conjunction with this effort
we have implemented a brand new wage program for production workers that rewards performance and service If you are interested in
earning a competitive wage, working four days a
week (overtime possible) receiving paid vacations and holidays, participating in the company's growth and profitability, and possessing
.one of the finest health insurance plans around,
then you owe it to yourself to check us out. You
can do so by applying in person at:
Jake!, Incorporated
700 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071

You are r
does not
for more

FREE HE

EOE

•

•

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Horses
For SW

Hems;
SW

3- 1 ACRE wooded lots, 3
mass north of Murray We& gas 753-1481

413R. 2 bath, large Ica in
town 492-6175

BEAUTIFUL 6(ai ) acre
busidircsas in Rock House
Estalw, northwest of lAm
ray, with new pond and
dock, $22,500 436-5068

BEAUTIFUL 5br, 3 bath.
formal DR. Mtge great
room with Ireplece in SW
Villa Subdivision Appt
only No Realtors please,
753-6771

Used
Trucks

1-11111172ree

For

NEAR compeetion. 1600aq
ft home in Preston Heights
313R, 2 WM 2 car garage
nice lutchen with ow
binets, breakfast area, oak
floor in dining room Great
room *Amelioa rnasiat
bedroom has whirlpool tub
Brick front, 1416 deck Pr
iced to sell Cal for appoint
mem 489 2064

-AUTO LOANS Soso beakot .(11 arralle
Coati co.()
.1 IOU
have Kisco I (mod duw,
helots: Loa.% ai...141,t

Sells
I lien

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 9 1996

1111

Sinless
011ered

15 S-10, V13, site. anted 1976. 16FT
HydrOISOOVI
windows, dworne !lumber, bees Wet,
140hp Suzuki
grill, wheels Rains and 1963 motor
437-4262
looks good Must see,
$2500 753 8453 or 1996, 19 6FT Bayliner,
Metcruiser 135hp. plea7591170
sure & ski boat Beene top,
17 CHEVROLET 4x4, hvb. weer & galvanized
trader,
Silvered°, 4ap manual, low hours.
$7900
350E1, 92xxx miles 7596733
753-0907 5prn-fitpin
n.I0
'89 CHEVY Silvered°
Seivisse
1500 Series, loaded
Offered
$7000
Aarostar XLT
loaded, $4300 obo
Al At A TREE SERVICE.
436-5477
stump removal, tree spraying, he
rimming, land
10
soaping, mulch hauling 6
mulch spreading, gutter
Campaga
cleaning Licensed & insured, Full line of equip1995,
1995. 30 AIRSTREAM ment. Free estimates The
4 36 - 5 74 4
Cutter motor home Base- L a in b
ment model with incredibie 1-000-5495262.
storage capaaty 460 Ford
doss 'A' chassis, 20xxx A-1 Tree professionals
miles Every available op- Stump removal, tree spraytion, Showroom condition rig, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
and sail under warranty
Must sell, $55,000
Free estimates 437-3044
502-436-2163
or 492-8737

I

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
toundatons, Webs, sidewalks. driveways. buildings,
remodeling, rapers AOC
certified 489 2214

Dewed

CUSTOM bulldozing and
bscidtoe work. septic rye
Isms. 384-0181 alter 4pm
Horace Sholar

UCENSED tor stednc and
gee 7537203

MAJIK'S Laws & Lissall•••eIng. Proo••sed
CUSTOM tilling, grader muesli lot eels. 7884226
.and b.(isira lc', husofs
ait siflii IS
be work. bushhogginfi 753-4106
7`, t- • 061
ANTIQUE relinshng. AO- Gerald Carroll owner
1994 FORD Taurus GL
MORRIS Mobile Home
MURRAY Esteem Sewing
niture
repair & CUSIORI 502-402-6158
at $18,000 Great location BRICK/ ranch style acprox
$10,500 obo 437-4206
Movers Uoweed & In
woodwor
king
753-80
58
3,0004q ft, 2 car garage
DAVID'S Cleaning Ser- sited Phone 753-6364
for now I the future
1995 DODGE Intrepid,
vices 'Clowning' vinyl sib 767-9630
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
5 0 2 4 3 5 - 4 4 8 7 . 3tx 2 lull baths Ig den with NEW 2 story. 41w. 24
3 51, loaded, sharp! Must
fireplace, wiadioning sun- baths
Factory reined by 3 mega ing, homes, mobile homes.
904-673-0040
room Lg living/ dining unite, OW fby•r. cot- see Askrp $14,600 coo
manufacturers AN work boats, bock driveways, NEED a carpenter? Call
OM floors, etc. etc
SOUTH of Murray in Green room, patio &
Work 762-322611 430
and parts warranted Ask parlung lots. al exterior 7532627 We do all typos
profesasonaly City subdivision Ready
to Home 489-2682 after 5:30.
Plains Subdivision NICO
landscaped 3 Moles from sell 759257
for Andy at The Appliance cleaning, acid cleaning of oonstruction Spec4all2e
1 435-4013,
acre building lots with Court Square
evoked' David Borders. in houses remodeling
Works, 753-2455
1906
on 121 So 435-4040
UNCOLN Town car
once' beginning at $7,000/ 16 acre
Insured, Completely Mci decks porches gropes,
lot, fenced back
Chempayne iviei maroon
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
single or $12,500 for 2 lots yard,
concrete trim and other
bile. Phone 502-758-4734
$142,500 Appt only
leather, 31xxx miles with
470
Factory trained by 3 TIMOr Cellular 502-36
Municipal water subdivi- 753-026
odd pbs
3-1108
1 753-8272
lull power and options 10
manufacturers All work
sion restrictions Contact
Disc
CD
Beautif
ul car,
liatorweite
and parts warranted Ask D.00LSON ROOFING Al PAINTING, inferior ease
Kopperud 753-1222
BRICK. Southwest Mar
serviced every 3,000 miles,
for Andy at The Appliance work guaranteed We we or winter noes home re
1987
HONDA
Rebel
450,
shall Co 4BR, 2 bath
garage kept 436-2561
licensed, better check with pairs Free estimates
Works, 753-2456
450
2400sq tt, large deck and $1250 489-2477
436-5032 anytime
us before you decide
'87
FORD
Thunder
Firats
bird.
carport, $85,000
APPLIANCE REPAIR
1969 YI 125, $850 1988 good dean car,
Phone
calls
are
tree
$1500 obo
Few Sais
PLUMBING repairs last
502-527-9666
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Yamaha wave runner. 759-2500
559-3694
service 4365255
Whirlpool 30. years ex
25 ACRES 11 acres Dm
$1350
436-45
65
after
COLONIAL charm on
perienc•
'87 NISSAN Stanza, dark
BOBBY
bar, 2 story 2br 1 bath beautiful Olive Blvd near 5prn 742-9282 paper
PLUMBING Repair All
HOPPER, 436-5846
blue, air, 4dr. cruise,
house. propane gas heat. I.4SU campus Home feaFOUR Star Mobile Home, types plumbing repair
fireplace. fenced pasture. tures 5lor, 4 baths & over '89 YAMAHA 4-wheeler, 120xxx, $2100 753-1603
ASPHALT DRIVEWAY pans & service Evedock Reasonable rates
stock barn outbuildings, 3300sq ft of lying area 350 Warm( electric start
SEAUNG Free estimates vinyl underowng, illebme 502-437-4645
'88 FORD Taurus $1700
wvai
reverse
Looks
good,
fruit trees Also has mobile Reduced or quick sale,
753-2279
warranty, tan, beige, white, PSYCHIC READI
runs great Call 759-4967 492-8707
NGS
home site with elec hookup $149,960 Kopperud
A II A Lawn Care, mowing,
Regrey 492-8488.
520
Cal k4.Jo for appoinenent
BACKH
OE
Service
& septic tank Located 4.,4
ROY
'88
HONDA
hauling, tree trimming
Civic, blue, air.
FOR sale 1987 Honda
alty,
7 53 - I 2 22
Boss
502-759-5304
miles east of Hazel Call
sunroof, 4dr, automatic,
E Plumbing repairs
Free Estimates Mark HILL. Septic system. drive- G
Mod Moped or scooter
MLS13000752
Motors
ways, hauling, foundations, Free estimates 492 8680
492 8586
140xxx, $2103 753-1693
Lamb 436-5791.
Call 753-5738
ROOFING and painting, inetc 759-4664
or 759-5613
tend, exterior, etc 25yrs
5 ACRES with mobile FIRST time on the market
*91 CAVALIER RS, 2dr, 1974 115HP Mercury, tilt, ALL atourel hauling punk
190
38R, 2 bath, kitchen with
home 489-2734
GUTTERS cleaned & re- experience 10% Discount/
maroon with gray interior, trom, extra prop, fuel tank, 2 clean up cleaning out BACKHOE SERVICE
lots of cabinets & built in
Used
72xxx miles, $5200 obo back to back seats. Com- sheds, gutters tree work BRENT ALLEN septic tank paired No lob too small Senior Cement Mowing &
ACREAGE for sale 1-A to
pleter steering assembly, Free
Yard Maintenance
deak & dining area Extra
Cate
437-4378 after 5porn.
estimates Joe Lamb installation, repair, replace 753-5762
275-A Owner financing
$1250. 753-5693
474-0107
Large family room with firemerit. 759-1515
436-28
67
1984 GRAND Marquis, 12 SATUR
502-759-4713, 9am-5pm
HANDYWORK/odd lobs
N Sport coupe,
place & gas logs Sunroom
72xxx miles, all power, ex- red/ salver,
R & R ELECTRIC Mobile
BOB'S Plumbing Service wanted No lob too small
loaded, CD yr/
HORSE lovers dream! opening to deck, ceiling cellent conditio
home hookup, new conAl work guaranteed Free Just give us a call
n. $3500 equalizer. $8750 necl Call
fans, landscaped & extra
Shade, pond, stables &
753-5463
struction, revving, trouble
estimates. 753-1134
759-1184
before
10 30am,
open fields 26 Acres (.-). lot New natural gas heat
shootwp & repairs Free
502-436
-5292
air
Call
1964
753-5121
OLDS Cutlass, 4dr.
BUSHHOGGING- grader HOMETOWN Building and estimates, fast
$40 000 435-4537
service Call
runs good. $850
Weds/ box blade & h-onteid Remodeling. We do it all
495
450
anytime
FRESH on the market This
Murray,
753-248
loader
6
work.
Gravel,
dirt,
Licensed. Insured to 762-0001.
Howe
well built 3br. 2 bath home
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
sand,
etc.
Snow
removal $300.000 Fred Osborne,
Yaw
For Sale
conveniently located near 1985 CHEVROLET CavaCUSTOM WOODWORKING
SEAMLESS gutters in52' Tiller for gardens 474-8621
major shopping area, lier wagon, runs good. '88 DODGE Minivan, 71 xxx
10 ACRES, new custom
stalled, residential or comAll Types Of:
Yards
mowed
&
weeded
home, 4,000, sq ft Walk-in tucked away just off So clean inside & out Automa- miles, excellent condition,
mercial, Sarvall Gutter Co
Free
estimat
Cust
es
Cal
om
Gary
Wood
work
ing
12th St in very private set
tic, a/c, $1500. 489-2973. $6,000, 753-9384 after
closets, great location in
753-0912, Lawrence KITCHEN CABINET RE- 753-6433
Ong
The
listing
features
,
500. 753-8055 day.
Graves Co Gall Glerida.
492-8530.
FACING Make your old SUREWAY Tree & Stump
28x28 detached garage/ 1985 DODGE Daytona
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
s247-6954 Barclay Realty
new again with Formica. Al Removal Insured with
workshop, 18x28 covered very good condition,
BUSHH
full
OGGIN
G,
•
driveDrop
by
and
see
our showroom
121 NORTH Butterworth storage, patio, fireplace $2495. 753-2215
ways graded, gardens and colors, free estimates line of equipment Free es
40P SuNBUHY - MURRAY (Eionin0 Bunny
Broad}
Wurff's
Recovery. Murray, timates Day or night,
Rd. 3br, 2 bath brick, con
and over 2,00Oso ft of living 1988 FORD Taurus, needs
lawns rote-tilled New 60
751-bC140
tral a/c, natural gas heat, area Immediate posses
753-5484
work, $750 obo. 759-5161
inch roto-bller does a terrific KY 436-5560.
1978 FORD F-150 4wd
cable 2 car garage paved soon possible. Contact Rich
lob Cl Jonesy 437-4030 LAMB Brother biome Im- THE
Gutter Co Seamless
drive 489-2408
pickup 437-4252
at Kopperud Realty, 1988
provements, remodeling, aluminum gutters,
NISSAN Sentra,
CARPET CLEANING
variety
753-1222, for your showing 93xxx miles,
addition
s,
roofirp, sng, of colors Licensed, in130050 ft house 2430
good condi- 1985 JEEP Cherokee,
Emergency water removal
of MIS* 3000738
free
estimates 436-2269
tion, 5sp, $2300 Call good condition, $3500.
shop on 2 7 acres adioin
sured Estimate available
Expert furniture cleaning
759-5783.
ing 4 lane on Van Cleave
1973 Wagoneer, good con759-4690.
Pet
odor
removal
LAMB'S
Free
EsPainting
and
ConHOUSE
plus 3 acres near
Rd $45,000 753-4525
dition, $1500. 492-8325
timates
LEE'S
tractors
1989
No
753-58
TRANS
iob
27
too
Am
large
lake, $55,000 Call
GTA,
or WALLPAPER Hanging
small Residential- Quality workmanship,
bright red, fully loaded, 350 ask for Brian.
2YR old home,4 miles from 436-2540
CARPET REPAIR Does
25
TPI Very good condition, 1988 CHEVY truck,
town 3br 2 full baths, 2 car
your carpet have wrinkles? Sandblasting- Spray Pent- years experience, FREE
rig
436-5950, Estimates Janet McFargarage Large lot and lots of LOCATED approximately 5 $8000 Home 362-7992, 4-wheel drive, full size.
Give me a call' Stockwell
502-18-346-5741111
miles from beautiful Ky work 395-7922 ask for
1-800-636-5262
extras 753-4761
lane 759-9750
753-2212 after 5 p.m
install
ation
.5
1.-8
repair
00-5
413-5
1
.26.2
Lake, tucked away just off Shane.
437-42
72
LAMB'S
Painting and Con- WALLPAPER hanging.
3BR, 2 bath double gar- Hwy 94 in private
1990 DODGE Ram CharFree Eififnilitea LICENSED & ENSURED
Tree Trimming
setting
tractors. No job too large or Master craftsman, 30yrs
1990 FORD Escort GT,a/c, ger 4x4 LE, 92xxx miles,
age With good credit, little This 4br, 27,
Tree Removal
6unor
24 Ht Si.r
bath home cruise, Olt,
awning
"
cr
&
Ocmed
&Operat
ed
small. Residential- experience No gob too
while, gray inter- $7500 firm 492-8505
or no down payment Will built in '94 feature
Stump Removal
s over
CARPORTS for cars and Sandblasting- Spray PerilMukh Hauling
Cleanup ServiOt
also trade 489-2161
small 436-5002
2800sq ft of area 2 5 Acres ior 753-2486.
Landscap
ing
trucks. Special sizes for ing. 436-5960
Light Haubng, Etc.
1991 BLACK Nissan 4x4
TIM LAMB
Hedge Trininheg
3BR, 3 bath bock, 16* 16 with additional acreage 1991 CHEVROLET LuFull Line a
motor home, boats, RVs
WALTER'S Contracting,
truck. New tires, $7000•
lit v
Tree Spraying
Vice.
Equipment
deck, 16x20 block building. available Home features mina, 1995 Timberwolf 436-5646.
and etc. Excellent protec- LAWNS mowed, shrubs Gerald Walters, owner.
Fenced backyard. College Large custom kitchen, sepa- 4-wheeler, 1985 Chevrolet
tion, high quality, excellent trimmed, landscape Vinyl siding, painting,
1992 F150 XLT, 4x4, red,
mulched. All your yard decks, addition
Farm Rd 753-8723, Price rate living room/ den, fire- Blazer. 489-2794.
value Roy Hill 759-4664
s, roofing,
loaded, $11,500
place, large master area.
needs in one call
reduced
20yrs experience, free esti1991
TOYOTA Calico ST, 753-8045
CLEANING- yards, barns, 759-4671.
Contact Rich at Kopperud
mates. 753-2592.
4BR, 1 bath near MSU on Realty. 753-1222 for addi- auto, air, garage kept
sheds, attics, garages
1992 MAZDA B-2600 cab
LEE'S
CARPE
61xxx, black, $8900
T
C4.EAN
large lot Hardwood floors tional information concern
Hauling
.
Free
WEST
estimat
Ky Electrical Maines
- 502-527
plus, Emerald green, excelW4G has served Murray for tenance and
-8483
garage
Luke Lamb, 436-5950
$65,000
ing MLS*3000582
Construction!
lent condition, 1 owner,
25 years All new equip753-9369
COUNTERTOPS, custom ment cleans deep, does Residential, agricultural,
NEW home almost com- 1e94 CHRYSLER LHS, $9500 753-9572 after
commercial and industrial
mint condition, $14,900 5pm.
4BR, 2 bath beautiful older plete 3 bedroom, 2 bath
Homes, trailers, offices fast Free Estimates
wiring No lob loo smaa Ph
obo.
Must
see.
brick home with garage
519-083
Wulff's
Comme
8.
Recover
rcial
y,
1400 sq ft with carport,
&
Murray 753-5827
753-3422
'92 FORD Ranger, ext cab,
fireplace $90's Coleman located in East-Y subdivi- 1994 DODGE
436-55
60
Residential Cleaning
Intrepid, loaded, $9200 obo
LEWIS EXTERIOR WOOD VCRRE, 753-9898
sion. 753-7091.
repairing
$10,500 obo 437-4205
& Repairs
CUSTOM BUILT wooden CLEANING. House, mo- VCRs,
753-5113 or 753-8555
camcorders, microdecks & fencing. Excellent bile homes, bock & vinyl
waves. Mon-Fri.9.-12, 1-5.
workmanship. Affordable Buildings, RV's, sidewalks
Free estimates. Visa/MC
rates. 753-7960
Free esbmates 753-6490
accepted. 753-0630.
ct.M • b

V.•,1

mb Brothers

Tree Service

COMMONWEALTH
CARPET CLEANING

Dial-A-Service

759-5251

517 South 6th Street

HOROSCOPES

You Can Advertise Here For
'mow $6.00 per week - (13 week minirpum)

(Clip This Ad And Sale For A Hand); Rektence)

4

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
7 Days Per Week
MURRAY 753-9224

'Cleenevir
v,nyi Sidng • Homes • Motile Homes • Boats
• Bildt
• Parkorta Lob • Alt Exterior Cleans% • Acid Cleaning Dnveways
David Borders
Ptene
insured
(502)54-4734
Completely Octal
Casuist (502)853-1136

Commercial Waste
Disposal
All Types of Refuse

eters
, Complete Formal Wear Head
Formal
Wear
s'
Ar
labp
,
- •:,•e.s8

and Limousine

:J,5

Over 20 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE
•
* Rentals begin at S29.99
* Area's largest & only In Stock 1-orrnal Wear.
* Social Insitations hy Carlson Craft and McPherson.
* Discounts on rentals depending on ore of wedding.
Court Square West
304 Slain Street
Murray, KY 42071
Paris, TN 38242
(901(642-5300
(502) 753-1.300
Wed,i,ngs
afui banquets

David's Cleaning Services

Service

1-800-585-6033

KIN CARPET CLEANING
Carpet •
Upholstery

I (SOO) 642-7740
Dial the SOO number first. Wen yom
*Pi 18torded message enter the
Jim ClY101
Access Code 85.
Ronnie Englind

Ed's Wheel Alignment,
Alignment A Compile* Brake Service,
Strict and Shocks etc.
301 Olive St.
Mon-FH.
Murray, KY 42071 7:00-4:00

Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deducti
bles that Medicare
does not pay. S736 on Part A;$100
on Part A ('slime
for mere information.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

WOODWORKING

Will Build To Your Specifications!

• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
630 N. 401 St. (Neat to Legume Ramer) • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEM
S, INC.

- 27 Years of Quality Seruice

Custom Wood
Floors
Floor Sanding & Refinishing
In
• Repair • Restoration
1103

West 6th Street
Fulton, KY 42042

Dan Grissom

"Your Scarce For Metal Sooting & Siding"
Doors, Windows, Door Tracking & Trolleys, and
Insualuon for Metal Bugdings
Bunerworth Rd. (Hwy 299) Office (502) 489-2'12
2
Murray, KY 42071
Homes: (502) 489-2724

1111

ATTENITIIONI
Contractor or Home Builders

Cooksey's Plumbing
Licensed Master Plumber

Fru. Estimates

Roberts

Now Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

Realty

Phone 436-2667l I
▪•MIIII
h

Terry Walter - Broker/Owner

Anna Requarth
Joan Waller
Bob Rodgers

(502) 472-2300

Edema Jaws, °weer
(502) 753-1351

EcoNamy METAL & SUPPLY CO.

BUS: (502) 753-1651
1-800-455-1651

•

Custom
CABINETS

DIAL ft- 753-1916

•

Murray, KY 42071

414 S. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
Jean Bird
Bonnie Chambers
Carolyn Hicks

csiun_ilawg_BspaiLs_
-Remodeling 'Additions
-Patios •Siding
20 Years Experience
Phone - 753-5592 • Glen Colson

• Driveways • Parking Lots
• Subdivisions

K.T. Paving
3554 Roosevelt Road
Dexter, KY 42036
Kenney Travis, Owner
Phone (502) 759-1039
Bill Travis
Phone (502) 474-2779
Cellular 559-8434

TUESDAY,SEPTEMBER 10, 1996
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE to restore domest
ic tranquility.
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:'
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): BusiTraveling or working abroad will ness partners
come through with cash
lead to new professional prestige. or emotional
support
Guard against being extravagant in or banker offers . An accountant
sage advice. Pay
December. Excellent communica- close attention.
tion skills are a key part of your suc- will need time A- new relationship
to develop.
cess formula. A raise or promotion
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
is likely early in 1997. Diplomacy is romantic dream
essential when trying to cement unravel its messaghaunts you. Try to
business alliances. Regular exercise no longer what e. Your needs are
they were. A cowill reduce stress. Attending a wed- worker's
revelations are enlightending gives you an opportunity to ing. An
upcoming trip could change
meet someone highly eligible. Dress your life.
to impress.
SCORPIO (Oct.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON Although your persona23-Nov. 21):
lity is great.
THIS DAY: actress Amy Irving. you may need
singer Jose Feliciano, Lakers guard to your appearto pay more attention
ance. You and your
Sedale Threatt, actress Jennifer partner
need to resolve some basic
Tilly.
differences before making a comARIES (March 21-April 19): mitment.
•
You now learn something new
about yourself. Alter your approach 21).SAGITTARIUS (Noy. 22-Dec.
to work and play. A heart-to-heart- your Do not allow anxiety to cloud
judgment. Do further research
talk leaves you feeriiig better. Live before
making a far-reaching deciyour dreams without feeling guilty.
sion. Discussing your goals with a
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A trusted
work-related social event helps you lifesty friend helps you envision the
make new contacts. An office prob- efforts le you want. Redouble your
.
lem can be solved by consulting
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
experts. Be willing to pay top dollar 19):
New business arrangements
for good advice. .
require very careful thought. Do not
GEMINI(May;I-June. 20): A sign a
neighborhood improvement project escape contract unless it contains an
clause. A friend's party may
may hit a snag. Offer your expertise. not
live up to your expectations. Try
Consider taking a trip to your child- to make
a graceful exit.
hood home. Get together with longAQUA
RIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
tittle friends to share a casual meal Even
casual moments with your
and reminisce about old times.
family and
CANCER (June 2I -July 22): feel nouris friends are special. You
hed by the company of
Financial mattirrs occupy your those
you love. Reviewing recent
thoughts. Think 'irbrITT)Facticing develo
small economies. An extravagant pur- if you pments will help you decide
are on the right track.
chase can wait. Although you want to
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
take a trip, the timing is wrong.
Learning
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Your big differea new skill could make a
nce to your career. Try to
professional contacts are instrumen- convince
tal in your landing new clients. Cel- for your higher-ups to foot the bill
ebrate good news with a close will savetraining. Timely research
a company a bundle of
friend. A compromise is necessary money
!
TODAY'S CHILDREN are reliable and practic
for tradition. Although these Virgos are ambitious al. with a lot of respect
and work-oriented, they
will always make time for their family and friends
. Beneath a dignified,
undemonstrative exterior lies a warm and sensitive heart!
Change will he
difficult for these Virgos unless they understand the
rea.son
for
it. They have
a strong desire to preserve the good and beautiful. The
furniture and art in
their homes will reflect their interest in the past.

Tea years ago
Hamlin Post Office will celebrate its centennial anniversary
on Sept. 14. About 400 to 500
people are expected to attend the
celebration at the post office.
The jury list for the September
term of Calloway County Circuit
Court has been released by Ann
Wilson, Calloway County Circuit
Court Clerk.
Porter Hutchens of 715 Sycamore St., Murray, celebrated his
99th birthday on Sept. 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lee
were married 40 years Sept. 7.
Radford Henry and M.W. Henry are pictured with a 45-pound
catfish they took on a trot line
near Pine Bluff Shores.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County High School
Speech Team will sponsor a concert by Sonny James on Sept. 25,
according to Larry England,
speech teacher. Pictured is Principal Ron McAlister buying the
first ticket to the concert from a
team member.
Steve Bcatty, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Durward Beatty of Murray,
has accepted a Graduate Teaching Assistantship in Physics at
Iowa State University, Ames. He
is a 1976 graduate of Murray
State University.
Binhs reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Lofton, Aug.
1; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Roesch, Aug. 21; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Danny G. Dodd, Aug.
22.
Murray State University Racers

HOW WOUL.0 YOU SOUNDS 6REAT'
AND BLONDE \ CAN WE BRING
L-IKE TO COME ii ANYTHING" i
OVER TO OLJR)
)
.
HOUSE FOQ ...1-'7\_.
-T-----"-----' F
DINNER _.) y...f,.)
A
I
x
'ft:MORROW
NIGHT"

beat Southeast Missouri of Cape
Girardeau by the score of 14 to 3.
About 10,000 fans were present.
Thirty years ago
Several cases were heard in the
Murray City Court of City Judge
William H. (Jake) Dunn during
the past week.
Murray High School Cheerleaders are Ann Dunnaway, Miui
Cook, Kathy Converse, Kathy
Lockhart, Kay Pinkley and
Debbie Edmonds.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Keeslar,
Sept. 1.
Jim Cullivan, former Murray
State University food coach, is
now coach of the Blue Devils of
Grove High School, Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Ralph Tesseneer entertained a number of wives of new
professors at Murray State University at her home on Spet. 7.
Forty years ago
Murray City Council has voted
to disapprove the application for
zoning for business for the corner
lot at 12th and Main Streets.
Recently births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Collins, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Rex Billington, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
R.C. Evans.
Murray High School Tigers
beat Russellville Panthers in football game. The score was 39 to
13.
Barbara Ann Grubbs and
Robert W. Marquess were married Sept. 2 at Mt. Sinai Baptist
Church, Buchanan, Tenn.

SURE' HAVE BLONE MAKE SOME
OF THOSE TERRIFIC RUMAKI
APPETIZERS... ON, AND THAT
ONION AND CHEESE THING SHE
INVENTED.,.AND WHAT
THOSE CHICKEN PUFFS WITH
THE CREAM SAUCE-...?

Aecur

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Sept. 9, the 253rd day of 1996. There are 113
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 9, 1776, the second Continental Congress made the term
"United States" official, replacing "United Colonies."
AYE this date:
In 1850, California became the 31st state of the Union.
In 1893, Frances Cleyeland, wife of President Cleveland, gave birth
to a daughter, Esther, in the White House; it was the first time a president's child WAS born in the executive mansion.
In 1926, the National Broadcasting Company (NBC) was created by
the Radio Corporation of America.
In 1943, Allied forces landed at Salerno and Taranto during World
War II.
In 1948, the People's Democratic Republic of Korea (North Korea)
was created.
In 1956, 40 years ago, Elvis Presley made the first of three appearances on —1-he Ed Sullivan Show."
In 1957, President Eisenhower signed into law the first civil rights
bill to pass Congress since Reconstruction.
In 1971, 25 years ago, prisoners seized control of the maximumsecurity Auica Correctional Facility near Buffalo, N.Y., beginning a
siege that claimed 43 lives.
In 1976, 20 years ago, communist Chinese leader Mao Tse-tung
died in Beijing at age 82.
In 1990, President Bush and Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev
held a one-day summit in Helsinki, Finland, after which they joined in
condemning Iraq's invasion of Kuwait.
Ten years ago: Frank Reed, director of a private school in Lebanon,
was taken hostage; he was released 44 months later. A jury in New
York indicted Gennadiy Zakharov, a Soviet U.N. employee, on
espionage charges, three days after the Soviet Union formally charged
U.S. News and World Report correspondent Nicholas Daniloff with
spying.
Five years ago: Boxer Mike Tyson was indicted in Indianapolis on
a charge of raping a beauty pageant contestant. (Tyson was later
convicted.)
One year ago:. Bosnian Serbs blamed U.N. forces for a shell that
killed 10 people at a Bosnian Serb hospital the day before. Amtrak's
Broadway Limited service between New York and Chicago made its
final run.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Jane Greer is 72.

West dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
4. 432
•Q 103
• A K 76 3
•105

MAYBE IT WOULD
BE EASIER r F CORA AND
I JUST COME OVER ,_
TO YOUC PLACE

SAN Il SPECIAL REPORTS
SKIMMED FOUR BOOKS ON THE
ON HOW THE ONLY PEOPLE
NATioNWIOE TREND TOWARD
WITH 30B SECURITY ARE
DOwNSIVNG AND SIMPLAFt THOSE. WHO STAY ON THE CUT- CATION.... BOUGHT "CALVIN
TING EDGE OF TEGHNOLOG4
KLEIN" SNEAKERS, "ANNE
BOUGHT A "FAR SIDE"
KLEIN" SHADES, A "DKNY.
SCREEN SAUER.
BACKPACK AND A CUP OF

"5TARBUCKS' SPECIAL BLEND.

-ME MORE r worcH you,
I CAN'T RELP WotIDCRINGABOUT;
villAT you
tVEAM AoLfT-

J10pf.FoR-

THE BMW BOOMER MOTTO:
I&NORE THE SVrt4S,
ErABRACE THE LOGOS.

SOUTH
•A
•A K J 9
•Q 4 2
4. A K Q 8 4
The bidding:
West
North East
South
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
3•
Pass
7•
Pass
Pass
Opening lead — six of spades.
Once upon a time, many years
ago, B. Jay Becker, former editor of
this column, was playing in a teamof-four tournament and held the
South hand. He opened two clubs
and his partner, Dorothy Hayden
Truscott,responded three diamonds.
Becker invoked the grand slam
force convention by leaping to five
notrump, requesting his partner to
bid seven of her suit if she held two
of the three top diamond honors.
Mrs. Truscott complied with this
request, and Becker then bid seven
notrump in the interests of safety.
The contract was easily made.
This was,of course,a good result,
since Becker-Truscott had obtained

1 Rodents
5 Mr Hope
8 High Noon"
star
12 Expel
13 Tavern drink
14 La — Tar
Pits
15 Tiny
16 Willow
18 '—Fly Away"
19 Grad -to-be
20 Fruitless
21 12 mos
23 That is (Latin
abbr )
24 Scottish child
26 Fertile spot
in desert
28 Wife of actor
Kevin Kline
29 — voyage
30 — Na Na
32 Play
segments
33'— Goes the
Weasel"
34 Singles
35 — Beta
Kappa
36 She played a
"Golden Girl"
37 Bullwinkle
for one

12
1

38 Actor's
signals
40 Small
passageway
41 — Mans
43 Selenium
symbol
44 Gyro bread
45 Pierre is its
cap
47 In music
high
49 Coin-toss
call
51 Sound at
Halloween
52 Real-estate
map
54 Barbara —
Geddes
55 Colorado ski
resort
56 Juncture
57 Laundry
detergent
name
58 Summon

I Tiers
2 Former
Celtics coach
3 Mao — -lung
4 — Louis MO
5 Bowl

13
2

4

5

some faulty conclusions.
What is wrong with our healthcare system that a poor mother
) who may not hafie money in her
pocket for food, let alone cough
syrup) can get expensive prescription cough syrup for free under
Medicaid, but must pay $3.99 out of
pocket for an over-the-counter
equivalent? Narcotics have many
legitimate uses. If a customer has a
valid prescription for a narcotic, but
no money to pay for it, should he be
looked down upon for hoping he can
pay with food stamps?
And as for Angela's statement
that some people are so uneducated
they don't know how to take the
medicine, what the heck is the
pharmacist there for? Those of us
who are fortunate enough to be well
educated are continually advised
that, if there are questions regarding proper use of a medication, we
should ask the pharmacist.
Have a heart, Angela; lose the attitude, and let's all try to help such
people instead ofcondemning them.
DEBBIE IN HIGHWOOD,ILL.
DEAR DEBBIE: You are not
the only reader who disapproved of Angela's lack of compassion for the people she is
serving. Head on:
DEAR ABBY: After reading the

letter from the pharmacy intern in

the maximum score possible. They

t
—i-r-r-

&LANCED AT 33 ARTICLES ON
HOW MN GENERATION IS
SAVING ONLY A THIRD OF
tiltiAT WELL NEED FOR RETIREMENT
BOUGHT A
$300 *WizARD" WITH AN
EXPENSE REPORT FUNCTION.

DEAR ABBY: This leiter is in
response to "Angela in Savannah,"
the pharmacy intern who's disgusted with customers who are, in her
opinion, abusing Medicaid and ignorant about using their medications
correctly.
If she sliercds—niiiitY Years working with low-income people, as I
have, she may discover that a little
compassion goes a long way. I am a
social worker in a medical setting,
and I think Angela has jumped to
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i-lEARD RERUN
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LAST WEEK

/MAL(E3E HE'LL
FIND SOMEPLACE
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across the counter that they have
preventable illnesses that could be

cured by over-the-counter drugs?
Most doctors would not be pleased
ainow she is diagnosing on limited information and experience.
If people are "uneducated" in
taking medicines, a primary function of the pharmacist is to provide
information, to educate. Most of the,
fine pharmacists I have dealt with
value this aspect of their work.
Yes, there are 12-year-olds who
get pregnant and who can't read.
Should we have compassion or contempt for them? And what kind of
"insider information" allows this
intern to sort out the motives of

those who apply for menial jobs at
the pharmacy where she's working?
Yes, there are some abusers of programs, and they should be found
out and stopped by those qualified
to do so.
I don't know what kind of life
background thiiyoung intern had,
but I would guess it was insular,
and encouraged her to be judgmental and intolerant. She needs to
seriously consider some other tine of
work that does not require her to
serve people who are in painful and
difficult situations.
RETIRED MENTAL HEALTH
WORKER
DEAR ABBY: The recent letter
you published from the pharmacy
intern, Angela, has me seeing red!
While I agree that millions of people abuse the medical system in the
United States, for many others it is
the only way to get the medical attention they need. It's a disgrace that
people must.- use overcrowded emergency rooms for mundane illnesses
such as colds (have you ever had a
sick child who is having trouble
breathing?)just so Medicaid will pay
for it. Has it ever occurred to you or
Angela that these people have no
other means for medical treatment?
The $3.99 the cough syrup costs
could mean the difference in
whether the family eats or not!
Instead of whining about how
people abuse the system, we need to
work to make the system better. We
all know it would be far less expensive to have Medicaid pay for the
doctors' office visits instead of emergency rooms.
With her lack of compassion for
the human race, I'm relieved that
Angela decided to be a pharmacist
instead of an M.D.
BEEN THERE,DONE THAT,
BAINBRIDGE ISLAND, WASH.

were naturally curious to learn
whether the opposing team had also
reached the grand slam with the
North-South cards when it was
played at the second table.
Their hopes more than materialized when they later compared results with their teammates, Sam
FryJr. and Peter Leventritt. At their
table, with Fry West, the bidding
had gone:
West
North East
South
1 NT(!) Pass
Pass
Dble
Pass
Pass
Pass
Fry had chosen this moment to
open the bidding, at favorable vulnerability, with a psychic notrump.
His timing couldn't have been more
perfect.
When his partner passed one
DEAR DR. GOTT: I seldom, if ever,
notrump, showing zero to seven
drink water. How important is it, realpoints,and South doubled,Fry knew ly? 1 seem
fine and don't have any
his opponents had a sure game,prob- problems.
ably a small slam, and possibly a
DEAR READER: Normal human
grand slam. He thought it likely that beings bave a "thirst center" that
conNorth would pass the double and stantly monitors the dilution (or conthat he (Fry) would take very few centration) of the blood. When we are
tricks.
low on fluid (dehydrated), metabolic
He was certainly right in this reflexes reduce water elimination
respect — so much so, that, as soon through the kidneys, while increasing
as the opening diamond lead was the sensation of thirst.
On the other hand, when we are
made, Fry conceded all the tricks!
Down seven — 1,300 points — nev- over-hydrated, these reflexes promote
ertheless brought his team a net water excretion and reduce thirst.
Thus, when a person exercises strengain of 920 points.
Generally,psychics are not a pay- uously in a hot environment and
ing proposition and produce unfa- sweats profusely. his body tells him by
vorable results, but when they work increasing the sensation of thirst that
as well as this one did, one can only he needs to replace lost fluid.
(Conversely, the thirst center shuts
shake one's head in wonder.
down when we are inactive or cold.)
Ordinarily, this elegant "feedback"
system maintains the concentration of
water in the body with extraordinary
precision.
Therefore, it is entirely appropriate
for us to listen to our metabolic cells:
If thirsty, drink; if not, don't. Try to
anticipate a sudden fluid need (such
RADISH
ALARM
as before exercising) by increasing
OPIIVIA
BANGOR
fluid intake in preparation
ERUDOTE
TI
NY
When I was growing up, medical
ElfilA L
CL
ARD
D
wisdom dictated that each of us should
LIAR
EDEN
FOE
consume several 8-ounce glasses of
BAKED
ANDS ER
water a day, regardless of thirst. I
ENAS EARL
didn't see any point in this --- and I
still don't. Under normal circumHP
ARAL
KAYES
OAR
ENOS SORE/ stances (and with a ready supply of
water), there is no justifiable reason
MYNN DIME NR
DT OBESITY OPI why healthy people should feel obliged
to override their thirst centers.
YONDER
TAMALE
Therefore, I discourage the practice
NEEDS STALLS
of "water loading" unless, as I mentioned. a person is preparing for activities such as hard labor or an athletic
on the #7
6 Lena or Ken
event.
phone key
7 Social
These comments are aimed at
Storage area
gathering
healthy
adults. Those individuals with
of a home
8 Gracie Allen's
kidney problems or metabolic disturAlLey —"
partner (inits )
bances such as diabetes may require
"A House —
9 Mr Onassis
additional fluid over and above what
— a Home"
10 Likes
Tooth crown
11 Ivy League
their thirst centers tell them is neces— constrictor
university
sary. In these instances, patients
Peer Gynt's
16 Rowing tools
should heed their physicians' advice.
mother
17 Nolan —
Also, those individuals who experience
Footlike part
20 Contends
an abnormal degree of thirst (which
An O'Neill
22 TwO lette s
Vegetable
may be a hallmark for some diseases)
referred to
11
should seek medical attention.
when
14
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Savannah, I had to write.
On what basis is she deciding in
her brief encounters with customers

one
turns red
Shea
Stadium
tenants
First two oils
of 18th pres
Pretentious
rural
residence
Circuits
around the
track
Model
Macpherson
Ms Angell

Dirt
Toy-store
purchase
Chinese
pagoda
Mr Vigoda
Cry of sheep
Selleck role
(inits )
Cliburn ID

To give you more information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Kidney Disorders." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156 Be sure to mention the title.

